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TAXATION SECTION 

February 15, 1991 

Dear Taxation Section Members: 

What does the Tax Council do? That's a fair question, and 
unfortunately you can't tune inC-SPAN and find out. Therefore, I thought it 
would be useful to summarize in this letter the functions that we perform, 
and thereby hopefully interest you in participating more fully in SOiri.e of the 
Council's activities. 

As our letterhead shows, there are nine Council members and 
three officers. We hold at least six meetings per year, at which we review and 
discuss slated activities that are chaired by specified members. 

( 

Emily Tobias, Roger Oetting, and Richard Daguanno have 
responsibility for the Taxation Section's continuing legal education program. 
This is a very time consuming assignment, encompassing not only the Mter- '. 
Hours Tax Series, but also the Summer Tax Conference and the CPA/Attor- \ 
ney Conference. These individuals select topics for each prograii1, arrange for 
speakers, coordinate with ICLE, and otherwise attend to all the details that 
are intended to keep you informed on tax law developments. 

Paul Jackson is assigned to the Michigan Bar Journal. He 
lines up and reviews articles for the issue that is devoted to taxes. He is 
assisted by Dave Ohlgren, who oversees the "Tax Notes" feature in every 
issue of the Journal. 

The Council also sponsors regular luncheons when the Tax 
Court is in town. Reginald Nizol arranges these luncheons, which are 
attended by IRS District Counsel members as well as practitioners, and at 
which the presiding Tax Court judge is our guest. 

There are twenty-five sections in addition to the Taxation 
Section within the State Bar. It is Richard Daguanno's duty to find out 
whether what those sections are doing relates to taxes and to let them know 
whether what we are doing is relevant to their work. Dick also shoulders the 
task of compiling the quarterly calendar that appears in each issue of the 
Michigan Tax Lawyer. 

PAST COUNCIL CHAIRPERSONS ·-----------··--,-
l 

ALLAN J. CLAYPOOL 
STEPHEN H. CLINK 

CLIFFORD H. DOMKE 
J. BRUCE DONALDSON 

EUGENE A. GARGARO, JR. JOHN L. l<.iNC JACK E. MITCHELL JOHN ,1. RAYMOND, SR. PETER S. SHELDON 
WILLIAM J. SIKKENGA 

i. JOHN SNIDER. II 
LAWRENCE A. VAN TIL 

OSCAR H. FELDMAN 

ERNEST GETZ 
JOSEPH D. HARTWIG 
STEPHEN I. JURMU 

LOUIS W. KASISCHKE 

DONALD M. LANSKY 
ARNOLD W. LUNGERSHAUSEN 

JERRY D. LUPTAK 
JOHN W. McNEIL 

J. i.EE MURPHY 
LAWRENCE .J. MURPHY 

ROBERT B. PIERCE 
B. COURTNEY RANKIN 

ANDREW M. SAVEL 
BENJAMIN 0. SCHWENDENER. JR. 

JOHN N. SEAMAN 



Speaking of this publication, Dennis Mitzel and Carol Karr lend 
assistance to Editor Patricia Calore in getting each issue to press. They also 
see that our publication gets to tax and law libraries around the country, work 
with other journals that want to republish articles that we print, and coordi-
nate with index services. ' 

Finally, Alan Valade is assigned to the September 1991 Annual 
Meeting of the State Bar. In this role, Alan designs the tax program for the 
September 25 morning meeting of our Section, selects and supervises the 
speaker for the afternoon state of the tax law presentation, and makes sure 
that each of the Section's six committees has a meeting location and 
publicized :program. 

At each meeting of the Council, we also hear progress reports 
from eachofthe six committee chairpersons and review various special 
projects;' For example, at our January 17th meeting, considerable time was 
devoted to discussion of a Michigan Taxpayer Bill of Rights, a proposed state 
sales tax on services, and limited liability companies - all in connection with 
our participation in the State Bar's Ad Hoc Legislative Committee. Alan 
Valade, the Section's representative on this committee, led the discussion. 

If these activities sound interesting, you can get involved. 
Contact any member of the Council o:- one of the committee chairpersons. The· 
Council members work hard to serve you. Please thank them by offering 
some of your time to assist in their work. 

Sincerely, 
Taxation Section 

D~K~ 
David M. Rosenberger 

Chairperson 
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Report of the 
Corporation Committee 
February 12, 1991 
Michael A. lndenbaum, Chairperson 
150 West Jefferson, Suite 2500 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
(313)496-7679 

1. Chairperson's Message. 
Although the membership roster 
continues to grow, we are always 
soliciting new members. If you or 
anyone you know is involved ih issues 
dealing with federal tax aspects of 
corporate taxation, please call or 
write me. I will include your name on 
our roster in the hope that you will be 
able to attend our future meetings. 

2. Recent Activities. 
The most recent meeting of the Cor
poration Committee was held on 
Thursday, January 24, 1991 at the 
offices ofMiller, Canfield, Paddock & 
Stone in Detroit, Michigan. 

At that meeting, Bennett Stein
hauer ofDeloitte & Touche discussed 
the recently proposed loss disallow
ance regulations under §§ 1.1502-20 
and 1.337-l(d). Mr. Steinhauer's 
presentation was excellent and on 
behalf of the Corporation Committee, 
we would like to thank Mr. 
Steinhauer for his contribution. 

3. Future Schedule. 
The next two meetings of the. Corpo
ration Committee will be held on 
March 14, 1991 in Troy, Michigan 
and April25, 1991 in Detroit, Michi
gan. At the March 14th meeting, a 
roundtable discussion rgarding the 
recently issued S Corporation single 
class of stock proposed regulations 
will be conducted. This meeting will 
be a joint meeting with the Partner
ship Committee and the Real Estate 
Section's Committee on Federal 
Income Tax Aspects of Real Estate 
Transactions. At the April 25th 
meeting, Mr. E. James Gamble of 
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Dykema Gossett will speak on new 
Chapter 14 of the Internal Revenue .. 
Code, which is the replacement for ,, 
the recently repealed estate freeze ·~: 
provisions. This meeting will be a .. 
joint meeting held in conjunction with 
the Partnership Committee and the 
Estates and Trusts Committee. 

.o;l. Important Developments. 
On January 29, 1991, the Internal 
Revenue Service filed three notices of 
proposed rulemakiilg applying rules 
under Code Sections 382 and 383. 
These notices limit tax losses and 
credits of a loss corporation following 
a change in ownership to consolidated 
groups and to controlled groups and 
amending consolidated groups' 
method of calculating separ~ta;11eturn 
limitation year losses. We are.tenta
tively planning to review these regu
lations at the fall meeting of the 
Corporation Committee .. 011: Febru
ary 12, 1991, the Internal~venue 
Service announced in an Information 
Release (IR-91-25) it will revise 
proposed regulations relating to the 
S Corporation one-class-of-stock 
requirement to provide for a prospec
tive effective date. We will review 
these proposed regulations.at the 
March 14, 1991 meeting. 

Report of the Employee 
Benefits Committee 
February 13, 1991 

Stephen J. Lowney, Chairperson 
313 South Washington Square 
Lansing, Ml 48933 
(517)371-8272 

1. Chairperson's Message. 
Heraclitus once said: "There is noth
ing permanent except change." I 
think this statement accurately 
reflects the state of employee benefits 
practice today. Legislative, regula
tory and judicial changes occur daily 
which require an ever-increasing 
effortjust to keep current. This effort 

( 
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is especially crucial for many of the 
Committee members who may not 
have the support of an "in-house" 
practice group in this field. That is 
where the Employee Benefits Com
mittee can be helpful. A primary 
purpose of the Committee is to act 
as a vehicle to bring professionals 
together to share their thoughts, 
ideas and experiences. I hope Com
mittee members will get involved 
either by attending the meetings, 
offering to write articles or speaking 
at upcoming Committee functions. 
If there is anything else I can do to 
further the purpose of the Commit
tee, please let me know. 

2. Future Schedule. 
The next meeting of the Employee 
Benefits'€ommittee is scheduled for 
March 8, 1991 at the Dearborn Hyatt, 
Fairlane Town Center, Dearborn, 
Michiga,n. Rhonda Migdail, Techni
cal Assistant from the Internal 
Revenue, Seivice in Washington, 
D.C., will speak on the recently 
issued separate line ofbusiness 
regulations. Ms. Migdail was the 
original docket attorney, co-author 
and reviewing attorney for this 
regulation project. 

Mtet our March meeting, we will 
meet again in late May or early June. 
This is typically viewed as our "talent 
show" which permits Committee 
members to speak on a variety of 
topics. Members have already ex
pressed interest in three subjects. 
With enough interest, we might 
extend the meeting for an entire day. 
Each subject will be discussed from a 
practical rather than a theoretical 
standpoint. I hope you will take the 
opportunity to get involved and let 
me know what subject you might 
want to speak on. 

Report of the Estates 
& Trusts Committee 
February 15, 1991 
George w. Gregory, Chairperson 
625 Purdy Street 
Birmingham, Ml 48009-1 ?38 

1. Chairperson's Message. 
The Committee needs to Ifrepare two 
Feature Articles for the Michigan Tax 
Lawyer. Readers typically appreciate 
short, practical articles. A reworked 
office memorandum is a good candi
date. You can submit an article to me 
or directly to our editor, Pat Calore. 
We will probably need at least two 
articles for this purpose about one 
week after you receive this. Therefore, 
please consider memorandae drafted 
or received in the next week as pos
sible article candidates. The Commit
tee also needs volunteers to present at 
the quarterly Committee meetings and 
write articles for the "Taxation Issue" 
of the Michigan Bar Journal (this 
project is at least six months away). I 
would like to hear from Section mem
bers about possible topics they would 
like to see presented, or would like to 
present. 

2. Recent Activities. 
On January 24, 1991 we held a Com
mittee meeting at the Radisson Plaza 
Hotel, in Southfield. Thirty-five 
members attended. Committee mem
ber Michael Obloy spoke about "Fidu
ciary Income Taxation: What's New 
and Exciting?" He is also Vice Presi
dent and Senior Trust Officer in 
Charge of Estate and Trust Adminis
tration in the Personal Trust Division 
of Manufacturers National Bank of 
Detroit. 

3. Future Schedule. 
The next Committee meeting will be a 
joint meeting with both the Partner
ship Committee and the Corporation 
Committee. It will be on Thursday, 
April 25, 1991, at 3:00p.m., in the 
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downtown Detroit offices of Miller, 
Canfield, Paddock & Stone, 150 West 
Jefferson, Suite 2500. E. James 
Gamble, a partner of Dykema Gossett 
will address this meeting. He is a 
prolific author, adjunct professor, and 
nationally prominent as speaker and 
author. For the last few years he has 
spoken and written nationally about 
"estate freezes." He will address the 
"estate freeze" provisions added by 
the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 
1990 (new Chapter 14 of the Internal 
Revenue Code). Jim will discuss 
planning techniques for these provi
sions for both the business planner 
and the estate planner. Topics will 
include the impact of this legislation 
on existing and new buy-sell agree
ments (Jim wrote a nationally pub
lished article on this topic), grantor 
retained interest trusts, uses and 
abuses ·of"second" homes, recapital
ization, ·and other topics arising from 
his weekly discussions with the 
draftsman of the evolving proposed 
Regulations in this area. 

4. Important Developments 
The Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals 
upheld the U.S. Tax Court in Estate 
of Headrick, 93 T.C. 171, 66 AFTR 
2d_·(P149,019) (6th Cir., 1990). It 
followed Leder, 893 F.2d 237, 65 
AFTR 2d 90-1173 (1990), and is the 
controlling law in our Circuit. 
Mr. Headrick was a tax attorney. He 
drafted an irrevocable trust with 
himself as the settlor and a bank as 
the trustee. The trust beneficiaries 
had a limited power to withdraw 
trust property within 30 days of 
contribution ("Crummey" powers). 
The trustee could but did not have to 
invest in life insurance. The bank 
believed he wanted the trust to 
function as an insurance trust for his 
family. However, the bank made no 
commitment to purchase insurance. 
On December 18, the bank accepted 
as trustee, Headrick assigned $5,900 
to the trust, and his wife waived her 
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and the children's right to withdraw. 
On December 19, the bank completed 
an application for life insurance. · ~ 
Headrick had previously disc:ussed .~ 
the purchase of the insurance policy'· 
with an insurance agent. The policy '· 
gave Headrick no rights in the policy. 
Headrick made subsequent contribu
tions to the trust during the next two 
years. Headrick was on the bank's 
Board of Directors. The bank's trust 
department reviewed the trust every 
three to four months as part of its 
routine. Headrick died within three 
years of the policy's purchase. The 
Court held that Headrick never had 
any "incidents of ownership" in the 
policy, and excluded it from his gross 
estate for Federal Estate Tax pur
poses. It explicitly rejected the Inter
nal Revenue Service's "constructive · 
transfer" doctrine. This case a.llo:ws 
us to give our clients more assurances 
about the benefits of having an irrevo
cable trust purchase life insurance for 
the benefit of family members.;, · 

Those who use joint wills or joint 
trusts should review PLR 9101002. It 
did not allow a martial deduction for 
Federal Estate Tax purposes because 
there was no general power of ap
pointment and the spouse'sJimited 
power of appointment power (to make 
gifts) precluded the use of a qualified 
terminable interest provision election 
(it was not exclusively for spouse's 
benefit). The PLR provides a review 
of the potential tax pitfalls in using 
joint wills or joint trusts. 

( 
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Report of the Partnership 
Committee 
February 13, 1991 
Richard S. Soble 
2290 First National Building 
Detroit, Ml48226 · 
(313) 256-7520 

1. Chairperson's Message. 
The Partnership Committee and the 
Real Estate Section's Committee on 
Federal Income Tax Aspects of Real 
Estate Transactions held a joint 
meeting on January 10, 1991. Paul 
McKenney, who had prepared an 
ICLE presentation on the subject, 
discussed the new tax act and there 
was general discussion of other mat
ters of mutual interest. Paul also 
talked about revisions to the "devel
oper rule" discussed below. 

2. Future Schedule. 
On March14; 1991, the Partnership 
Committee, the Corporation Commit
tee and the Real Estate Section's 
Committee on Federal Income Tax 
Aspects of Re·al Estate Transactions 
will conduct a joint meeting to discuss 
the new regulations regarding the 
single class of stock requirement for S 
corpo:rations;. The meeting will be held 
at 3:30p.m. at the offices of Kemp, 
Klein, Umphrey, Endelman & Beer, 
P.C. loGated at 201 W. Big Beaver 
Road, Troy,· Michigan. 

As previously announced, at 3:00 
p.m. on Thursday, April25, 1991, the 
Partnership Committee will meet with 
the Corporation Committee and the 
Estates and Trusts Committee to;hear 
E. James Gamble talk about the 
repeal of the estate freeze provisions 
and new Chapter14 of the Internal 
Revenue Code. The meeting will be 
held at the Detroit offices of Miller, 
Canfield, Paddock & Stone, located at 
150 W. Jefferson. 

3. Important Developments. 
Those involved with real estate part
nerships will be interested in an 

amendment to the passive loss regula
tions set forth in T.D. 8318 (11/16/90). 
Generally, gain from disposition of an 
interest in rental property (or a 
partnership that owns rental prop
erty) is passive under these rules. 
Gain from the sale of property rented 
incidental to a development activity, 
however, is recharacterized as 
non:passive, arid may not be· offset by 
losses from passive actiyities, under 
the so-called "developer rule." The 
developer rule provides that a 
taxpayer's net income from an item 
of rental property for a year is non
passive if(1) suchincome includes 
any gain on any disposition of the 
property; (2) the taxpayer's use of 
the property in a rental activity 
commenced less than 12 months 
before the disposition; and (3). the 
taxpayer materially or significantly 
participated in any activity involving 
the performance of services for the ... · 
purpose of enhancing the property's 
value. Taxpayers who acquired 
interests in buildings that were not 
completely leased at the time, and 
who wanted their gain on disposition 
of such interests to be passive, had to 
struggle with 2 questions: (1) 
whether lease-up of the building(s) c: 
would be a value-enhancing service 
and (ii) if so, when the value-enhanc- ""' 
ing service would be complete so as 
to start the 12 month waiting period 
running. 

The new amendment answers the 
first question by treating lease-up as 
a value-enhancing service only if 50% 
or less of the property is leased at the 
time the taxpayer acquires an interest 
in the property. Iftheproperty is 
more than 50% leased at the time the 
taxpayer acquires an interest, then 
the taxpayer's interest in the property 
may be disposed ~fat any time with
out the resulting gain being treated as 
nonpassive due to the taxpayer's 
leas~:ng activity. Ifless than 50% of 
the property is leased at the time the 
taxpayer acquires an interest, then 
lease-up will be a value enhancing 
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service, but will not delay or other
wise affect commencement of the 12 
month period. The 12 month period 
will commence when no value enhanc
ing services other than lease-up 
remain to be performed and substan
tially all of the property is held out for 
rent and is in a state of readiness for 
rental. If the taxpayer significantly or 
materially participated in an activity 
involving the leasing of the property, 
however, then gain on disposition of 
the taxpayer's interest in the property 
within the 12 month period will be 
nonpassive. 

Report of the Practice 
and Procedure 
Committee 
January 25, 1991 
Stephen M. Feldman, Chairperson 
33533 West Twelve Mile Road 
Suite 150 
P.O. Box 9057 
Farmington Hills, Michigan 48333-9057 
(313) 489-8600 

1. Chairperson's Message. 
I am pleased to see the increase in 
parti<:ipation on this Committee. The 
new faces at our meetings bring fresh 
ideas to those of us who have been 
involved in this area ofpracticefor 
the past few years. As always, a 
standing invitation exists for any 
member of the Taxation Section who 
wishes to become involved with the 
Practice and Procedure Committee. 

2. Recent Activities. 
The Committee held its most recent 
meeting on Thursday, January 10. 
During the meeting we had an excel
lent presentation by Margaret Satko, 
Esq. of the IRS District Counsel 
Office in Detroit regarding the prepa
ration of a Tax Court case from the 
IRS' perspective as well as a short 
discussion regarding the modification 
to the Tax Court Rules proposed in 
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July of 1990. Subsequent to this 
presentation, there was a discussion 
of current topics of interest including 
characterization by the Internal ~ 
Revenue Service of independent 
contractors as employees as well as a 
discussion concerning the Commit
tee's role in connection with proposed 
Michigan tax legislation .. 

3. Future Schedule. 
The next scheduled meeting of the 
Practice and Procedure Committee 
will be on Thursday, March 21'at 3:00 
p.m. in the law offices of Couzens, 
Lansky, Fealk, Ellis, Roeder & Lazar, 
P.C., 33533 West Twelve Mile Road, 
Suite 150, Farmington Hills, Michi
gan 48331-5645. At that time, there 
will be a speaker from the Michigan 
Department of Treasury, Collection 
Division, to discuss practitioner 
problems in connection with dis
charges of state tax liens ap.q perhaps 
to discuss the new administration's 
attitude toward compromis~$· oftax 
liability. Hopefully we can~ th~ 
first on the block to have inforniation 
regarding the new administr~iiort's 
proposals for tax collection at the 
state level. 

In an attempt to continue to rilake 
scheduling easier, please be advised 
that future meetings for the fiscal 
year 1991 willbe held on June 20 and 
September 25. The September 25 
meeting will be held in conjunction 
with the annual meeting at Coho Hall 
in Detroit. 

4. Recent Developments. 
On behalf of the Tax Council I at
tended the Central Region IRS/Bar 
Liaison Meeting held in Cincinnati, 
Ohio on November 15 and 16, 1990. 
The purpose of this meeting is to 
provide for more interplay between 
the practitioners and the Service. 
Topics of discussion included substan
tive rules of procedure, ethical consid-:
erations as well as the Service's view 
of various aspects of handling tax 
matters both pre- and post- assess-

( 
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ment. For further information, please encourage active participation in 
~ee the special report later in this these meaningful projects. 
lSSUe. 

2. Recent Activities. 
The Committee met on January 15, 

Report of the State and 1991 and listened to presentations on 

Local Tax Committee 
the pros and cons of state sales taxes 
on services from both revenue and 

February 15, 1991 administrative standpoints, as well as 

Thomas D. Hammerschmidt, Jr., constitutional and other legal issues 

Chairperson in implementing such a, tax. Many 
800 First National Building states are enacting or looking at 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 various forms of sales taxes on ser-
(313)223-3536 vices as a method of expanding the tax 

base and funding increasingly costly 
1. Chairperson's Message. governmental services. We also 
As described in greater detail below, discussed the Michigan income taxa-
as this report is being submitted we tion of S corporation distributive 
are all analyzing last week's Court of shares income and the Department of . 
Appeals' decision in Caterpillar, Inc. v Treasury's current policy of treating S 
State of Michigan and its effect on the corporation income and interest 
capital acquisition deduction provi- income as ''business income," which 

- sions of the Single Business Tax. must be apportioned in or out of the 
This decision>portends an upcoming State. It is our understanding that 
period of activity involving Michigan's the proposed SBT and Tax Tribunal 
business taxation as the SBT contin- rules are still being reviewed and will 
ues to be assailed from all directions. be re-released in the future. 
A U.S.' Supreme Court decision in 

3. Trinova Corporation has not yet been Future Schedule. 
released but is expected to come out The next meeting of the Committee 
any day. Of course, Michigan's eco- has been scheduled for June 11, 1991 
nomic woes are daily news and the at 10 a.m. at the law offices of 
prospects of property tax relief, no Dickinson, Wright, Moon, Van Dusen 
relief or shifting tax burdens among & Freeman, 215 S. Washington 
taxpayers are high on many individu- Square, Suite 200, Lansing, Michigan. 
als' and businesses' lists of concerns. At that time, we hope to have a 

The point of all of this is that we speaker from the Department of 
are entering an extremely interesting Treasury or one of the legislative tax 
and challenging period in the state committees to discuss the effects of 
and local tax area. Participation in the recent single business tax litiga-
the Committee hopefully provides, in tion and the Department's and 
addition to keeping abreast of devel- legislature's reactions. 
opments, an opportunity to become 
involved and influence, to some 4. Future Developments. 
degree, the future. Recent projects in As many of you will know by the time 
the latter category, as reported previ- you read this, the Court of Appeals 
ously to you, included the Commit- released its decision in Catepillar, Inc. 
tee's review of the draft SBT rules, on Tuesday, February 5, 1991. The 

- and the proposed comments on pro- Court of Appeals affirmed the Court of 
posals for a "Taxpayer Bill of Rights." Claims' decision that the invalidation 
We are always seeking to increase our of the CAD would be applied prospec-
Committee membership and to tively only and that Caterpillar would 
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not receive a refund of single business 
taxes previously paid. The Court 
unexpectedly modified the Court of 
Claims' opinion, however, by holding 
that the CAD would not be severed in 
its entirety from the SBT, that only 
the apportionment provisions were 
invalid and that the CAD could still 
be given independent effect. This 
would result in taxpayers being 
permitted to deduct the total cost of 
personal property·and the cost of real 
property located both within and out 
of Michigan against the Michigan 
apportioned or allocated tax base. 
The Court of Appeals' decision re
verses the windfall that the Court of 
Claims' decision provided to the State 
and now undoubtedly creates a rev
enue loss to the State. Many taxpay
ers will be filing protective refund 
claims on this issue in the near 
future. Further appeals of this case 
are likely. 
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Understanding Recent Gift & Estate Tax Changes 
Critical to Estate Planning for Family Businesses 

By: Allan J. Claypool 

I. The Short But Turbulent Life 
Span Of Section 2036(c). 

II. Overview Of The Revenue 
Reconciliation Act Of 1990 As 
It Relates To Estate Freeze 
Rules. 

Rule #1. Section 2701 valuation 
rules apply to retained (preferred) 
interests in corporations and part
nerships. The rules are effective for 
transfers after October 8, 1990. 

Rule #2. Section 2702 valuation 
rules apply to trusts and term 
interests. The rules are effective 

The Revenue Act of 1986 added 
Section 2036(c) to the Internal Rev
enue Code (the "Code") to impose an 
estate tax upon so-called "freeze 
transactions." It applied when an 
individual (a) held a substantial (10%) 
interest in an enterprise, (b) trans
ferred (after December 17, 1987) an 
interest in the enterprise, which 
interest had appreciation potential, 
and (c) retained an interest (the 
income or rights) ip. the enterprise 
which had less appreciation potential 
than the interest transferred. 

\ for transfers after October 8, 1990. 

The estate of the transferor caught 
by Section 2036(c) was deemed to 
include the value of the transferred 
assets, valued as of the date of the 
individual's,death. Although it was 
an estate tax, a deemed gift occurred 
upon the transferor's relinquishment 
of a retained interest. 

The complexity, breadth, and 
vagueness of Section 2036( c) imposed 
unreasonable burdens and potentially 
disastrous tax traps for family busi
nesses. Rev. Proc. 89-99, IRB 1989-
38, made it clear that the Service 
viewed Section 2036(c) as having 
potential application to all conceivable 
family transactions except the trans
fer of a personal residence and pure 
life insurance trusts. · 

By 1990 it became apparent that it 
would be impractical or impossible for 
the Service to administer Section 
2036(c) because its provisions were 
neither adequately defined nor sus
ceptible to generally accepted inter
pretation. The Revenue Reconcilia
tion Act repealed 2036(c) retroactively 
to its date of enactment. In its place 
new Chapter 14 is added to the Code, 
establishing four "Special Valuation 
Rules." 

Rule #3. Section 2703 valuation 
rules apply to buy-sell agreements, 
options and restrictions which were 
entered into, granted, or substantially 
modified after October 8, 1990. 

Rule #4. Section 2704 valuation 
rules apply to certain lapsing rights 
and restrictions created after October 
8, 1990. 

These valuation rules apply to 
fewer transactions and are more 
workable than Section 2036(c). The 
Section 2036(c) estate tax approach 
to valuation problems is discarded in 
favor of the imposition of a gift tax at 
the time a transaction occurs, with . 
the new valuation rules establishing "· 
the amount of the gift. 

The gift tax statute oflimitations is 
unlimited for certain gifts after 
October 8, 1990. The Section 6501(c) 
gift tax statute of limitations does not 
run for gifts subject to the Section 
2701 and Section 2702 valuation rules 
unless the transfer is disclosed on (a) 
a gift tax return, or (b) a statement 
attached to the return. In other 
words, the statute oflimitations will 
not run, even when a gift tax return is 
filed for the year in question, if the 
return fails to adequately apprise the 
IRS of the nature and amount of the 
gift. Thus, the failure to recognize a 
Chapter 14 taxable gift could have 
very adverse consequences. 
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I fi 
HI. Section 2701-Special Valua· to exercise a conversion right that ~ ' tion Rules Applicable To would have permitted accumulation ~ 

I Transfers Of Certain Interests of unpaid dividends). 
In Corporations And Partner- How Section 2701 addresses the 
ships. problem. Section 2701 applies to the 

i i A. Background. The "preferred traditional corporate (or partnership) 
interest freeze" commonly involved a freeze by requiring the retained 

Section 2701 
parent creating both preferred and interest to be valued at zero unless it 

I residual (or common stock) interests is a "qualified payment." A "qualified 
applies to the in a partnership or corporation. The payment" is a dividend payable at a 

ii1 traditional parent would then gift the residual fixed rate on a fixed date on cumula-

I corporate (or interest to a child while retaining the tive preferred stock (or a comparable 
partnership} preferred interest. The gift of the payment under any partnership 

I freeze by residual interest was valued by interest). Section 2701(cX3). 
subtracting the value of the preferred How to apply Section 2701. 

I 

requiring the interest from the total value of the There are five steps in the applica-
retained entity. tion of Section 2701 to determine the 
interest to be In order to maximize the value of value of a gift. 

l valued at zero the preferred interest and thereby Step 1. Determine the value of the 
unless it is a reduce the value of the gifted residual entity. 

"qualified interest as much as possible, the Step 2. Determine the value of the 
preferred interest was often given one retained interest to be zero, unless it 

I payment." or more of the following discretionary is a "qualified payment" or it quali-1: ( 
I rights: (1) a right to "put" the pre- fies for one of the Section .2701 excep- '-

~'~ ferred interest back to the entity for tions (described below). 
"' ~ an amount equal to the liquidation Step 3. Subtract the value of the 

preference of the frozen interest; retained interest (Step 2) from the I (2) a right to liquidate the entity and pre-transfer value (Step 1). 
I 
I receive assets; or (3) a right to convert Step 4. If the amount transferred 
' 

k) the retained preferred interest into (Step 3) is less than a "minimum r 
!; an appreciating interest. value", it must be increased to the 
~; The value of the preferred interest "minimum value" to reflect its future 
f1 
fj was determined based upon the appreciation potential. 
¥j 
l;i "willing buyer, willing seller" valua- The "minimum value" (in the 
;ii tion standard, which assumed that corporate situation) shall never be 
t: 

the discretionary rights would be less than the value which would be 'I 

exercised on an arms-length basis so determined if the total value of all 
as to maximize the value of the common stock in the entity were 
preferred interest. equal to (a) 10% of the total equity 

After the preferred interest was value of all stock, and (b) 10% ofthe 
valued based on the assumption that total debt owed by the corporation to 
parents would exercise their discre- the transferor and applicable family 
tionary rights, parents sometimes members. 
failed to exercise their rights. The Step 5. Apply whatever minority 
IRS has held that failure to exercise interest, lack of marketability or 
these rights can give rise to a gift. other discounts may be available. 
PLR 8723007 (gift on failure to de- Although Section 2701 says nothing 
clare dividend); PLR 8726005 (gift on about discounts, the Senate Finance 
failure to exercise conversion rights); Committee Report makes it clear (_ 
PLR 8610011 (gift on failure to re- that Section 2701 is not intended to 
deem stock); Snyder v Comm, 93 T.C. override appropriate discounts. 

12 
No. 43 (Nov. 2, 1989) (gift on failure 
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B. Exceptions to Section 2701. 
Exception 1. Section 2701 does not 

apply to any right conferred by a 
retained interest for which market 
quotations are readily available on an 
established securities market. Sec
tion 2701(a)(2)(A). The rule also does 
not apply if the market quotations are 
readily available for the transferred 
interest. Section 2701(a)(2)(B). 

Exception 2. Section 2701 does not 
apply to a retained interest that is of 
the same class as the transferred 
interest. 

Exception 3. Section 2701 does not 
apply to a retained interest that 
would be of the same class as the 
transferred interest but for 
nonlapsing voting power. 

Exception 4. Section 2701 does not 
apply to situations where the rights 
in the retained interest are propor
tionally the same as the rights in the 
transferred interests. 

Exception 5. Section 2701 does not 
apply to a right to convert into a fixed 
number (or a. fixed percentage) of the 
shares of the same class as the trans
ferred stock, if such rights are non
lapsing, subject to proportionate 
adjustments for splits, combinations, 
reclassifications and similar changes 
in the capital stock, and adjusted for 
accumulated dividends not paid on a 
timely basis. A similar exception 
applies to rights in partnerships. 
This exception is provided because 
the full appreciated value of such 
right will be subject to later transfer 
tax. Section 2701(c)(2)(C). 

Family definitions. A "member of 
the family'' is, with respect to any 
transferor, the transferor's spouse, a 
lineal descendant of the transferor or 
the transferor's spouse, and the 
spouse of any such descendant. Sec
tion 2701(e)(1). An "applicable family 
member" is, with respect to any 
transferor, the transferor's spouse, 
ancestors of the transferor and the 
transferor's spouse, and spouses of 
such ancestors. Section 2701(e)(2). 
The separate definitions are needed 

because Section 2701 applies only to 
transfers downstream; i.e., to descen
dants. 

Application to transfers and "in 
effect" transfers. The term "transfers" 
includes any redemption, recapitaliza
tion, contribution to capital, or other 
change in the capital structure of a 
corporation or partnership if an 
applicable family member thereby 
receives a retained right. Regulations 
also may provide that other "events" 
result in a transfer if an applicable 
family member thereafter holds a 
retained interest. Section 2701(e)(5). 

C. Tax Traps for the unwary 
Example 1. Mother and daughter 

each own 50% of all the common 
shares in a $2 million corporation. 
Mother redeems her shares for pre
ferred stock. Section 2701 applies in 
valuing the preferred stock received 
by mother for purposes of determining 
whether the redemption results in a 
gift to daughter. Unless mother's 
preferred stock satisfies the definition 
of a "qualified payment" (which is 
unlikely), mother has made a taxable 
gift of $1 million to her daughter. 

Example 2. Father and son form a 
partnership to which each contributes 
$500,000 of capital. Father, because 
of his age and his desire to be paid 
back before son is paid, receives a 
preferred interest and the son re
ceives a residual interest. Section 
2701 may apply so that father may 
have inadvertently made a gift of 
$500,000 to son.' 

Example 3. Son purchases 100% of 
the stock of a new business from an 
unrelated party. Father helps finance 
the purchase by loaning money at a 
low rate of interest (less than Section 
7872 rate). If the transaction is not 
properly structured, the Service may 
claim that the debt is a second class of 
stock, specifically preferred stock 
which triggers Section 2701. The 
service would then treat the entire 
amount of father's loan as a taxable 
gift. Note the analogy to proposed 
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regulations for S corporations which 
assume that a below-market loan is a 
second class of stock. 

Example 4. The potential risk 
illustrated in Example 3 might be 
increased slightly if the son purchases 
a business interest directly from the 
father. 

Required family control. For a 
corporation, control is defined as 
holding, before the transfer; at least 
50% (by vote or value) of the corporate 
stock. Section 2701(b)(2)(A). For a 
partnership, control is defined gener
ally as at least 50% of the capital or 
profits interest in the partnership. 
Section 2701(b)(2)(B)(i). 

In addition, any general partner in 
a limited partnership is deemed to 
have control. In determining control, 
an individual is treated as holding 
any interest held by a brother, sister, 
or lineal descendant. Section 
2701(e)(3)(B). 

Electing into qualified payment 
treatment. If a parent transfers 
common stock of a controlled entity to 
a child and retains cumulative pre
ferred stock which satisfies the defini
tion of a qualified payment, the par
ent may make an irrevocable election 
to value the preferred stock on the 
assumption that all of the dividend 
payments will be made on schedule. 
Section 2701(d). There will be no gift 
unless the fixed dividend valuation 
yields a number which is less than the 
value which would have applied under 
the traditional willing buyer, willing 
seller valuation rules. 

It is unclear what dividend rate is 
required to avoid a gift, but it may be 
dependent upon historical cash flow 
and other data which requires a very 
high or junk bond rate of return. It is 
doubtful that either a Section 7520 or 
Section 7872 rate of return will be 
adequate unless regulations establish 
one of these as a safe harbor. 

Electing out. The parent may elect 
to opt out of the Section 2701 valua
tion rule and value the preferred stock 
at zero. Section 2701(c)(3)(i). Why 
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would a parent opt out? Because, if a 
parent values the preferred stock on 
the assumption that all dividends will 
be paid in full and on time, t:Pen the 
parent will be making a taxable gift to 
the extent the dividends are not paid 
as assumed. In fact, Section 2701(d) 
provides that the assumed unpaid 
interest on the unpaid dividend is an 
additional gift, resulting in a com
pounding effect. The compounding 
can be quite adverse because it as
sumes that full payment has always 
been made, that no income tax was 
paid, and that the recipient always 
reinvested with a rate of return as 
favorable as the discount rate for gift 
tax purposes. 

Additional rules. There is a four 
year grace period to make up divi
dends not paid when due. Section 
2701(d)(2)(C). The statute permits a 
parent, whose stock does not provide 
for qualified payments, to irrevocably 
elect into the Section 2701 Yaluation 
procedures if the parent believes that 
regular dividends will be paid. Sec
tion 2701(c)(3)(ii). It is unlikely that 
such an election would be prudent. -

Treasury Regulations will provide 
for appropriate transfer tax adjust
ments for rights previously valued 
under the bill in order to prevent the 
double taxation of rights that were 
given a zero value under the provi
sions of the bill. Section 2701(e)(6). 

Future corporate and partnership 
recaps. Although the traditional 
preferred stock recapitalization may 
be used, the operation of Section 2701 
eliminates the economic advantages of 
such recapitalizations for estate freeze 
purposes. 

Preferred and residual recapitaliza
tions may be a practical planning tool 
where it is desired that preferred 
stock will be owned by family mem
bers who are not active in the busi
ness and common stock will be owned 
by the family members who operate 
the business. It may be possible to 
effectively utilize an estate freeze plan 
if the plan is implemented at one's 

( 
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death. This would have been permis
sible in certain circumstances under 
Section 2036(c) and the same ratio
nale is likely to carry over to Chapter 
14 regulations. 

Business economics generally, and 
the double taxation burden of C 
corporations, in particular, will also 
serve to discourage preferred stock 
and preferred partnership arrange
ments. 

IV. Section 2702-Special 
Valuation Rules In Cases Of 
Transfers Of Interests In 
Trusts. 

The following are examples of trans
actions which Section 2702 is de
signed to prevent (prior to Section 
2036(c)): 

Example 1. (Grantor Retained 
Income Trusts}-parent transferred 
$4 million of ABC Corporation stock 
to an irrevocable trust. Parent re
tained an income interest for 10 years, 
then the trust assets passed to a child 
without additional transfer tax. 
Parent made a gift of the remainder 
interest when the trust was estab
lished. The value of the gift was 
determined by Treasury Tables which 
may have assumed a return of 10%. 
The assumed rate of return was 
seldom paid. 

Example 2. (Sale of Remainder 
Interest}-parent sold .a remainder 
interest in the ABC Corporation stock 
to his or her child, retaining a life 
estate. On the parent's death the 
stock was not included in the parent's 
estate if the child paid adequate 
consideration for the remainder 
interest. 

Example 3. (Joint Purchase)
parent and child jointly purchased 
ABC Corporation stock with the 
parent paying the actuarially deter
mined value of the life estate and the 
child paying the value of the remain
der interest. On the parent's death 
the stock was not included in the 
parent's estate. 

Section 2702 would impose a gift 

tax in each of the foregoing examples. 
GRITS and other interests in trusts. 

Under Section 2702, when a parent 
transfers $4 million of stock to an 
irrevocable trust, the parent's re
tained interest is valued at zero 
(resulting in a $4 million gift) unless 
the retained interest is a: "qualified 
interest." 

The term "qualified inte:oost" gener
ally means: (a) an annuity trust 
amount, which is an interest which 
consists of the right to receive fixed 
payments not less frequently than 
annually, or (b) a unitrust amount, 
which is an annual payment of a fixed 
percentage of the fair market value of · 
the trust property determined annu
ally. The annuity and unitrust con
cepts are from the Section 664 chari
table remainder trust provisions. 

Exceptions to Section 2702. Section 
2702 does not apply to an incomplete 
transfer, or the transfer of a personal 
residence which is to be used as a 
personal residence by the person 
holding the term interest in the trust. 

Certain property treated as held in 
trust. A transfer of an interest in 
property where there is one or more 
term interests shall be treated as a 
transfer of an interest in a trust. The 
phrase "term interest" means a life 
estate or an interest in property for a ...,. 
term of years. Section 2702(c)(3). It 
applies to joint purchases and certain 
other joint ownership arrangements. 

If two or more members of the same 
family acquire interests in property 
where term interests are present, the 
person acquiring the term interest 
shall be treated as having acquired 
the en.tire property and then transfer
ring to the other persons the interests 
acquired by the other persons. Sec
tion 2702(c)(2). Thus, in the tradi
tional joint purchase by a parent and 
a child, the parent would be treated 
as having made a gift of the entire 
value of the parent's interest (even 
though no ownership has transferred), 
unless the parent's life estate is a 
qualified interest. 
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Special valuation rule for certain 
term interests. If the nonexercise of 
rights under a term interest in tan
gible property would not have a 
substantial effect on the valuation of 
the remainder interest in the prop
erty, then the term interest need not 
be valued as a qualified interest. 
Instead, the term interest will be that 
value which the holder of the term 
interest establishes as the value 
which would be paid by an unrelated 
third party for the interest. The 
legislative history suggests that this 
provision will apply to artworks and 
undeveloped real estate. 

Section 2702 only applies in "fam
ily" situations. The term "member of 
the family'' is a very broad definition 
in Section 2702. It includes: spouse, 
any ancestor or any lineal descendant 
of such individual or such individual's 
spouse, any brother or sister of the 
individual, and the spouse of any of 
the above. 

Common law GRITS for the per
sonal residence. Regulations are 
required to clarify whether a second
arY re&idence will qualify in lieu of (or 
in addition to) a principal personal 
residence; whether a residence rented 
part of the year or a portion of which 
is used for business (e.g. office) will 
qualify; how long a residence must be 
retained as such before it is sold; if it 
is sold, will Sections 1034 or 121 be 
available (e.g. if the GRIT is a grantor 
trust where the principal is treated as 
owned by the grantor); whether a 
reasonable amount of adjoining land 
can be included; whether grantor's 
improvements are additional contri
butions to trust; how to treat grantor's 
payment of interest and principal on a 
mortgage; whether the surviving 
spouse may use the residence; and 
whether any assets can be placed into 
the trust in addition to the residence 
(e.g., cash to pay maintenance and 
insurance). Regulations should 
provide that the grantor may be the 
trustee and that a portion of a resi-
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dence may be transferred to a GRIT. 
It is unclear whether regulations will 
require the proceeds of a sale to be 
reinvested in another residence. 
Conceivably, the regulations could 
require proceeds of a sale to be 
converted to a GRATor GRUT. 

Impact of Section 2702 upon future 
planning. Common law GRITS may 
be an option for persons who want to 
benefit nieces, nephews or others 
who are outside of the definition of 
"member of the family." 

GRATS (annuity trusts) and 
GRUTS (unitrusts) may be in vogue 
once regulations are issued to clarify 
how these trusts will operate under 
Section 2702. A GRAT or GRUT will 
not have the tax savings potential 
which was available with a GRIT. 
Nevertheless, there may be nothing 
to lose in certain situations, unle.ss 
the employment of a GRAT or GRUT 
forecloses the family from other 
planning with the family business. 

Regulations and techni~.al correc
tions will hopefully clarify w}l~ther a 
joint purchase escapes Set:tipp. 2702 
when a marital trust acquires the life 
estate interest and a residual (or 
credit shelter) trust acquires the 
remainder interest. 

Inadvertent gifts. Practitioners 
must be aware of Section 2702 to 
avoid inadvertent gifts when estab
lishing customary Michigan joint 
ownership arrangements, such as a 
widow's transfer to children while 
reserving a life estate. In such 
transactions the life tenant is treated 
as making a transfer of the entire 
property less consideration paid by 
the remainderman unless the life 
estate is a qualified interest. 

V. Section 2703-Certain Buy
Sell Agreements, Rights And 
Restrictions Disregarded. 

The Service has viewed options and 
buy-sell agreements as common 
freeze devices whereby a member of 
an older generation grants a fixed or 

c 
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formula price option to a member of a a buy-sell agreement. For example, it 
younger generation. The option may leaves intact present rules requiring 
be below the fair market value of the that an agreement have lifetime 
property at the date of death. restrictions in order to be binding at 

Treasury regulations already death. The language of Section 2703 
provide that such agreements are to is not limited to family members. If it 
be disregarded unless they represent applied only to family members, there The new 
a bona fide business arrangement and could be different stock values for "comparability" 
not a device to pass the decedent's family and nonfamily shareholders test means 
stock to heirs for less than full and in the same corporation. Xhus, increased adequate consideration. Some courts, unrelated parties may be adversely 
however, have gone beyond the regu- impacted by Section 2703. expense 
lations and have held that the price Section 2703 is a breeding ground accumulating 
contained in a buy-sell agreement will for litigation. Assume that a father data which may 
limit fair market value for estate tax owns 100% of a business. Child #1 be unrelated to 
purposes if (a) the price is fixed or works for the business and has a buy- the rea/life 
determinable, (b) the estate is obli- sell agreement entitling child #1 to value two gated to sell, (c) the agreement con- buy out his father for $X on father's 
tains restrictions on lifetime trans- death. Father and mother have two people 
fers, and (d) there is a valid business children, child #1 and child #2. Fa- negotiate for 
purpose for the agreement. The ther dies and child #1 purchases the business. 
Service has been unhappy with many father's stock from the estate for $X. 

~-
of the court decisions. Subsequently, Section 2703 requires 

Section 2703 establishes a general the business to be valued at $2X or 
rule. The value of any property shall twice the value at which it was sold; 
be determined without regard to any 
option or agreement, except that this Possible adverse consequences are 
general rule shall not apply to any numerous: 
option, agreement, right or restriction 1. The increased estate tax may 
which meets each of the following offset the unified credit shelter and 
three requirements in Section deprive the beneficiaries of the unified 
2703(b): credit that was intended for them. 

1. It must be a bona fide business 2. The increased estate tax may 
arrangement; reduce the amount passing to the 

2. It is not a device to transfer widow and the increased tax will not 
property to family members for less qualify for the marital deduction. 
than full and adequate consideration 3. If the decedent's tax clause 
in money or money's worth; and, attempted to impose any additional 

3. Its terms are comparable to tax arising from, Section 2703 upon 
similar arrangements entered into by child #1, is it enforceable against the 
persons in an arms length transac- child's contract right to purchase the 
tion. stock at a fixed value? 

How does this differ from present 4. Will the draftsman be criticized 
law? In Section 2703 the bona fide for using a tax clause which red-flags 
business purpose test and the device the Section 2703 problem for the IRS? 
test are two separate tests. The new 5. Child #2 will be unhappy that 
"comparability" test means increased his future potential inheritance is 
expense accumulating data which being reduced by taxes for the benefit 

0 
may be unrelated to the real life value of child #1. 

. two people negotiate for the business. 6. Does the estate fiduciary have . 
Section 2703 does not otherwise alter an obligation to contest the buy-sell 
the requirements for giving weight to agreement, or petition the court for 

17 reformation? 
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In view of potential problems, why 8510002 that the value of a voting 
have any agreement? Despite the right that lapses on death is includ-
potential for controversy, buy-sell able in the gross estate under Section 
agreements, options and restrictions 2031. 
are often needed for one or more of Thus, Section 2704 provides that in 
the following reasons: (1) to prevent a family controlled situation, a lapse 
transfers. to outsiders, (2) to protect a ofliquidation or voting right on one's 
minority shareholder by requiring the death is ignored for federal estate tax 
corporation to purchase otherwise valuation purposes. Also, if the 

Be careful unmarketable stock, (3) to satisfy key liquidation or voting right lapses 

about the type employees who will stay with the during lifetime, the lapse is a gift. 

of amendment business .only ifthey have a right to Based on the facts of the Harrison 
acquire an equity interest at some case, ifMr. Harrison's liquidation 

to old time, (4):to provide for continuity of right lapsed after one year, the lapse 
agreements, to management, and (5) to plan for might trigger a $26 million gift. 
preserve any future liquidity needs. Watch for future regulations. Sec-
grandfathering How will Section 2703 impact tion 2704 authorizes the issuance of 
argument. future planning? Section 2703 mini- regulations which may apply Section 

mizes the value ofbuy-sell agree- 2704 to rights similar to voting and 
ments as meaningful freezes which liquidation rights. We can anticipate 
can avoid expensive appraisals. It future regulations which provide that 
imposes greater uncertainty for other rights and restrictions shall be 
legitimate transactions. It is likely to disregarded in valuing a transferor's 

( invite increased numbers of IRS family business interest where the 
disputes. right or restriction does not ulti-

Remember, it is effective for agree- mately reduce the value of the 
ments entered into after October 8, transferee's interest. 
1990. Old agreements are grandfa-
thered. Be careful about the type of Applications of Section 2704. 
amendment to old agreements, to Example 1. Parent and child 
preserve arty grandfathering argu- control a corporation. Parent's stock 
ment. has a voting right that lapses on 

parent's death. Parent's stock is 
VI. Section 2704-Treatment of valued for Federal estate tax purposes 

Certain Lapsing Rights and as if the voting right of the parent's 
Restrictions. stock was nonlapsing. . _ 

The purpose of Section 2704 was to Example 2. Parent and child are 
overrule Estate of Harrison v Comm, partners. The partners' liquidation 
52 T.C.M. 1306 (1987). In that case, right lapses after 10 years. Although 
Mr. Harrison entered into a partner- both parent and child have the right, 
ship with his two sons. Mr. parent is deemed to make a gift at the 
Harrison's right to liquidate the end of 10 years when the liquidation 
partnership caused his limited part- right lapses. 
nership interest to be valued at $59 
million prior to his death. Because VII. Future Family Business 
the liquidation right lapsed upon his Planning. 
death, his estate was able to value his The good news. Under Chapter 14 
limited partnership interest at $33 (unlike its Section 2036(c) predeces-
million. Thus, $26 million was not sor ), we no longer have to worry about 

( subject to estate tax because of the the estate tax pitfalls when closely 
lapsing withdrawal right. held business interests are trans-

18 
The Harrison case is contrary to the ferred to a younger generation by 

position taken by the Service in PLR means of a gift or the common install-
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ment sale. We no longer have to 
worry whether debt, employment 
agreements, leases or compensation 
arrangements are retained interests 
with hidden estate tax consequences. 
Chapter 14 should not apply to pri
vate annuities, SCINs, or to the 
common installment sale. 

Similarly, Chapter 14 (like Section 
2036(c)), imposes no obstacle to 
common transfers of family business 
interests which (1) are proportionate, 
(2) utilize only one class of stock or 
partnership interest, (3) utilize two 
classes of stock where the only differ
ence is voting rights, ( 4) involves 
different classes of partnership inter
ests where all interests are subject to 
prorata or straight up allocations and 
the only difference between the 
interests are nonlapsing management 
or liability provisions, (5) irrevocable 
life insurance trusts, (6) private 
annuities, and (7) SCINs. 

The heightened gift tax concern. 
Estate planners have been put on 
notice that special gift tax valuation 
rule~r apply to family business inter
ests and that the Service will be on 
the lookout for disguised gifts. Dis
guised gifts may occur when there is 
an under or over valuation of assets, 
or in the facts and circumstances of 
certain debt obligations, leases, 
employment agreements and other 
family transactions. 

Valuation and discounts. Estate 
planners must be keenly aware of the 
special valuation principles which 
may apply to family business inter
ests. Significant discounts for lack of 
marketability and minority interests 
are commonplace. 

Treasury considered but then 
backed off from an attempt to imple
ment a unity of family ownership rule 
in 1984. Tax Reform for Fairness, 
Simplicity, and Economic Growth, 
The Treasury Department Report to 
the President, Nov. 1984, Vol. 2, 
Chapter 19-Transfer Taxation 373 
et. seq. 

In 1987, consideration was given to 

\/ 
abolishing minority discounts when 
there is unity of family ownership 
under family attribution rules. 
Description of Possible Options to 
Increase Revenue, prepared for the 
Committee on Ways and Means, Joint 
Committee on Taxation1 June 25, 
1987, 265-8. Further attacks on 
discounts are anticipated. 

Checklist for family business plan
ning. Because Chapter 14 puts limita
tions on freeze-type transactions, 
lifetime transfers of family business 
interests have become critical if the 
family business is to survive transfer 
tax burdens. 

1. Gift plans should start early and 
may have to continue longer. 

2. Taxable sales and redemptions · 
should permit the younger generation 
to acquire an interest earlier. An 
installment or other redemption in the 
family business will typically require 
structuring to qualify as a complete 
redemption under Sections 302(b)(3) 
and 302(c)(2), 

3. Multiple entity planning over 
a period of many years may provide 
unique opportunities. 

4. Tri-generational ownership 
planning may be combined with 
multiple entity arrangements. 

5: Tax-free Section 355 divisive 
reorganizations of corporate entities 
(spin~offs, split-offs and split-ups) may· 
be available once the younger genera~ 
tion has an interest in the business. 

6. In some situations a merger or 
other tax-free reorganization will 
advance the long-term family business 
plan. 

7. New or separate operating 
entities will often be appropriate to 
undertake activity which has substan
tial appreciation potential. It often 
provides unique opportunities to 
involve younger generation members 
who have few assets to contribute to 
the capital formation. 

8. ESOP buy outs of the senior 
generation may provide unique oppor
tunities with C corporations where the 
payment of both principal and interest 
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are tax deductible to the corporation. 
9. All such planning should em

phasize (a) increased use of partner
ships and S corporations to avoid 
double taxation, and (b) new Chapter 
14 valuation rules as well as tradi
tional valuation principles. 

10. Finally, postmortem planning 
opportunities should not be over
looked. 
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ROUGH JUSTICE: The Proposed Loss 
Disallowance Rule 
By: Bennett C. Steinhauer 

On November 19, 1990, the Treasury 
Department filed Proposed Regulation 
§1.1502-20 with the Federal Register. 
Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20 disallows losses 
resulting from the disposition of stock 
of a consolidated subsidiary.1 The 
new regulations are a replacement for 
Temporary Regulation §1.1502-20T 
issued on March 9, 1990, which also 
disallowed these losses. 2 This article 
will discuss the background of the 
Temporary and Proposed Regulations, 
compare their salient provisions and 
set forth some ways of coping with the 
new rules. 

The major difference between the 
two sets of regulations is that the 
Temporary Regulations disallowed all 
losses upon disposition of the stock of 
a subsidiary that joins in the filing of 
a consolidated tax return while the 
Proposed Regulations limit the 
amount ofloss disallowed. In addi
tion, the Proposed Regulations liberal
ize the so-called loss reattribution 
rules that were first included in the 
Temporary Regulations. In brief, the 
loss reattribution rules permit a 
selling consolidated group to elect to 

retain a portion of the departing 
subsidiary's losses, rather than have 
the subsidiary take these losses when 
it leaves the group. 

Background of the Loss 
Disallowance Rule 
The loss disallowance rule is the 
result of the collision of two seemingly 
unrelated components of the regime 
under which domestic corporations 
are taxed. The first component is the 
anti-General Utilities rules,3 found in 
§§311(b), 336(a), 337(b) and 338(a) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. 
The second component is the consoli
dated return investment adjustment 
rules found in §1.1502-32 of the 
Income Tax Regulations. 

The anti-General Utilities principle, 
briefly stated, is that a corporation 
must recognize gain upon the distri
bution of appreciated property to its 
shareholders.4 Gain must also be 
recognized when appreciated property 
is sold in connection with the com
plete liquidation of the selling corpo
ration5 and in connection with a stock 
sale that is treated as an asset sale 
under §338.6 

The investment adjustment rules, 

( 

( 

( 
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an essential part of the consolidated 
return regulations, cannot be summa
rized as succinctly as the anti-General 
Utilities principle. Affiliated groups 
of domestic corporations file consoli
dated returns to secure certain tax 
benefits that are unavailable if all the 
members file separate returns. The 
primary benefit of a consolidated 
filing is that the losses of one member 
may be used, subject to certain limita
tions, to offset the taxable income of 
another. 

One of the earliest problems cre
ated by the filing of a consolidated 
return is the potential for double 
deductions and double inclusions of 
income. The classic double deduction 
situation arises when a subsidiary's 
losses are used against its parent's 
taxable income and subsequently the 
parent claims a worthless stock 
deduction under §165(g) with respect 
to the stock of the now-insolvent 
subsidiary.7 If both the parent and 
the su,bsidiary had filed separate 
returns, the parent would have no 
opportunity to absorb the sub
sidiary's losses. Thus, there would be 
only a single deduction, the §165(g) 
loss. 
. The classic double inclusion si tua
tion is where the subsidiary earns 
$100 ofincome which is not distrib
uted to the parent corporation. The 
fair market value ("FMV'') of the 
subsidiary has increased by $66 
(assuming a 34 percent tax rate). 
The parent then sells the stock of the 
subsidiary at FMV. Because the 
subsidiary is now worth $66 more, 
the parent receives $66 of additional 
consideration, which is also taxed at 
34 percent. Thus, the subsidiary's 
income is taxed twice: first when 
earned and later when the stock of 
the subsidiary is sold. 

To avoid both the double inclusion 
and double deduction situations, the 
consolidated return regulations 
contain a system for adjusting the 
tax basis of a subsidiary's stock. The 

rules are somewhat complicated, but 
they can be summarized without 
significant distortion. The basis of a 
subsidiary's stock is increased annu
ally by the amount of its undistrib
uted earnings and profits ("E&P") plus 
the amount of the subsidiary's losses 
that the consolidated group is unable 
to absorb. 8 The stock basis is de
creased by the sum of the-amount of 
any deficit in E&P, the amount by 
which prior years' losses are used in 
the taxable year and by the amount 
of distributions out of accumulated 
E&P.9 Adjustments are also made to 
the basis of the subsidiary's stock to 
reflect changes in the basis of the 
stock of lower tier members made 
pursuant to the foregoing rules. 10 

Mter the passage of the Tax Reform 
Act of 1986, which repealed the Gen
eral Utilities principle (i.e., corpora
tions do not recognize gain when they 
distribute appreciated property), 
taxpayers became aware that corpo
rate-level tax upon the sale or distri
bution of appreciated assets may be 
mitigated or avoided by the use of 
certain provisions of the consolidated 
return regulations. These types of 
transactions were often referred to as 
"mirror transactions" or "mirrors" 
because the paradigm transaction 
required the creation of a purchasing" 
consolidated group which was the 
mirror image of the target group. One 
of the more common types of mirrors 
was referred to as "son-of-mirrors." 

A son-of-mirrors transaction uses 
the investment adjustment rules to 
defeat the imposition of a corporate
level tax in connection with a corpo
rate acquisition and subsequent 
break-up of the target group. The 
following transaction illustrates a 
son -of-mirrors transaction. 

Example. Corporation T, a pure 
holding company, owns all of the 
stock of each of corporations X 
andY. The FMV of X is $40 and 
that ofY is $60. The basis of both 
the X and Y stock is zero.. Corpo
ration P buys all ofthe stock ofT 
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I for $100. P wants to keep Y but of a share of a consolidated sub-
sell X. If X is sold directly, gain of sidiary's stock.16 The term "disposi-
$40 is recognized. However, if P, tion" means more than merely a sale 
T, X and Y join in filing a consoli- ?r exchange. "Disposition" is. defined 
dated return and implement the m §1.1502-19(b) and may include, for 
following steps, the. $40 gain is example, a §165(g) loss with respect 
avoided. to the stock of a worthless · 
a. T distributes theY stock toP. subsidiary.17 

The Temporary 
T recognizes gain of $60 which The Temporary Regulations also 
is deferred.11 contained several anti-avoidance 

Regulations b. As a result of the distribution, provisions that served as backstops to 
also contained P's basis in theY stock is $60 the loss disallowance rule. For ex-

several anti- and P's basis in the T stock is ample, the rule could not be avoided 

avoidance reduced to $40.12 by deconsolidating a loss subsidiary.ui 

provisions that c. P sells T (containing only X A deconsolidation can be effected by 

served as 
stock) for $40. Deferred gain of selling 21 percent of the subsidiary's 

backstops to 
$60 is restored resulting in voting stock to an unrelated party. 
additional E&P of $60 for T Thereafter, the 79 percent block could 

the loss which increases P's basis in be sold at a loss which would be 

disallowance the T stock by $60 to $100.13 allowed because a nonaffiliated 

rule. d. Upon sale of the T stock for corporation is not subject to the 
$40, P recognizes a loss of $60 consolidated return regulations. The 
($40 - $100) which offsets the Temporary Regulations provided, ( 
restored deferred gain of $60. generally, that if there is a deconsoli-

I 
Thus, the P group recoghizes dation of a subsidiary, the basis of its 
no gain upon the sale of the stock is stepped down to FMV imme-
Tstock. diately prior to the deconsolidating 

I The principles underlying the event. 19 Thus, no loss attributable to a 
Congressional repeal of the General pre-disaffiliation decline in value 

~ Utilities doctrine are violated with a would be recognized upon the subse-
" . son-of-mirrors transaction because the quent sale of the 79 percent block . 

~ ~ corporate level tax is avoided. In The Temporary Regulations also 

~ 
Response to son-of-mirrors, the T:rea- contained an anti-stuffing rule.2o 
sury Department issued Notice 87- Absent this provision, loss disallow-

~ 14.14 This Notice provided that regu- ance could be avoided by contributing 
l1 ~ations would be issued to prevent P, appreciated property to the subsid-

m the Example, from increasing its iary prior to disposition where the 
basis in T from $40 to $100 as a result amount of the appreciation is the 
of the restoration of the $60 deferred same as the otherwise disallowed 
gain from the distribution of the Y loss. For example, if the disallowed 
stock when the T stock is sold. Notice loss is $100, property with an FMV of 
87-14 provided that these regulations $300 but with a basis of$200 could be 
would be effective with respect to contributed to the loss subsidiary in a 
stock acquisitions made after Janu- §351 transfer before the disposition. 
ary 6, 1987. The loss disallowance The $200 increase in consideration 
rule is the Treasury's implementation received by the group as a result of 
of the principles ofNotice 87-14.15 the contribution results in no gain 

because the $100 economic gain 
TEMPORARY REGULATIONS attributable to the contributed prop- ( 
The Temporary Regulations issued in erty ($300- $200) is sheltered by the 
March, 1990, disallowed all recognized $100 built-in-loss on the subsidiary's 

22 losses that result from the disposition stock. 
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The Treasury Department realized 
that in a consolidated group there are 
numerous transfers of property 
among the members for valid busi
ness purposes. Accordingly, the anti
stuffmg rule (to be described below) 
applied only to transfers made within 
two years of the disposition and made 
with a view to avoiding the loss 
disallowance rule. The anti-stuffing 
rule provided that if a transfer is 
made with the forbidden view, the 
basis of the subsidiary's stock is 
reduced by an amount equal to the 
disallowed loss, basis reduction or 
gain recognition otherwise avoided. 
The basis reduction occurs immedi
ately before the disposition or decon
solidation. 21 Thus, in the foregoing 
illustration, the disposition of the 
subsidiary stock results in the recog
nition of the $100 built-in gain ($300-
$200) attributable to the contributed 
property. 

The Temporary Regulations con
tained a successor rule.22 Essentially, 
if th~ stock of a subsidiary is disposed 
of in a nonrecognition transaction, 
such as in a "B" reorganization or in 
exchange for a partnership interest, 
the basis of property received in 
exchange for the stock is stepped 
down to the FMV of the subsidiary's 
stock surrendered in the exchange. 

The Temporary Regulations did 
contain one taxpayer benefit. If a 
portion of the group's losses is allo
cated to the subsidiary, the common 
parent could elect to keep a portion of 
the loss equal to the amount of disal
lowed loss.23 This election, called loss 
reattribution, modified the long
standing regulation that requires the 
subsidiary to take its share of the 
consolidated loss with it when it 
leaves the group. 24 This taxpayer 
benefit should not be minimized 
excessively because the reattributed 
loss will not be subject to a §382 
limitation while a loss retained by the 
former subsidiary usually would be 
subject to that limitation. Losses 
incurred in a separate return limita-

tion year ("SRL Y") were not subject to 
the reattribution election.25 

Finally, the Temporary Regulations 
contained a set of transition rules 
which applied to dispositions of stock 
that were acquired after January 6, 
1987 and to which §1.502-20T did not 
apply.26 

The Temporary Regulations applied 
to dispositions and decort-gQlidations 
after March 8, 1990.27 

The Temporary Regulations gener
ated a storm of protest. The protest
ers raised two general arguments. 
The first was that loss disallowance 
goes far beyond the scope of Notice 
87-14. Commentators inferred from 
the Notice that the only losses that 
would be limited were those caused by 
positive basis adjustments resulting 
from the recognition of pre-acquisition 
built-in gains. A loss limitation rule 
would be sufficient to smash son-of
mirrors transactions; loss disallow
ance was needless overkilL The 
second argument was that the Tempo
rary Regulations disallowed not only 
losses that resulted from the opera
tion of the §1.1502-32 investment 
adjustment rules but also true eco
nomic losses as well. Denying a true 
economic loss, they argued, went far 
beyond Congressional intent when ., 
the General Utilities doctrine was 
repealed. The commentators focused 
their attack on the now-famous 
Example 6 of the Preamble to the 
Tern porary Regulations. 28 

In Example 6, P buys all of the 
outstanding stock ofT for $100. T has 
a single asset with an FMV of$100 
and an adjusted basis of zero. The 
FMV of the asset declines to zero and 
P then sells the T stock for $0. Under 
the Temporary Regulations the $100 
economic loss ($0 - $100) is denied. 

The Treasury's response to the 
economic loss argument was that any 
regime addressing son-of-mirrors 
other than by loss disallowance would 
require asset tracing.29 In other 
words, elaborate records would have 
to be maintained (and audited) with 
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respect to the FMV of each pre- disallowance and the complications 
acquisition asset of a target. The are based, in part, upon the preven-
record-keeping burden, combined tion of a specific abuse and upon 
with the need for appraisals, would be certain presumptions set forth in the 
enormous as would be the potential Preamble to the Proposed Regula-
for IRS-taxpayer disputes over valua- tions. Because the mechanical rules 
tion. A loss disallowance rule, it was make little sense in the abstract, the 
argued, has the virtue of tax sim plifi- theory behind the rules will be dis-
cation. As to the disallowance of true cussed first, followed by a description 
economic losses, as illustrated by of the new rules and then a discussion 
Preamble Example 6, one cannot of the presumptions. This section 
avoid collateral damage in the pursuit concludes with an example illustrat-
of justice, however rough it may be. ing the new rules. 

The modified loss disallowance rule 
PROPOSED REGULATIONS is grounded, in large part, on the 

A loss The Proposed Regulations make prevention of"loss duplication." Loss 
disallowance several changes. First, they revoke duplication may be illustrated by the 
rule, it was the Temporary Regulations.30 following Example. 
argued, has the Second, the Proposed Regulations Example. P owns all of the out-

virtue of tax generally apply to dispositions and standing stock of S. The FMV of 
deconsolidations after January 31, the S stock is $30 but its basis is 

simplification. 1991.31 Third, the transition rules $100. S also has a loss of $50 
generally apply to dispositions and which is unused by the P group ( deconsolidations after November 18, and, therefore, is reflected in the 

I 
1990, and before the effective date of basis of its stock. Assume P sells 
the Proposed Regulations.32 Finally, the S stock to X for $30. Absent a 
the Proposed Regulations liberalize loss disallowance rule, P recog-
the loss reattribution election and nizes a loss of $70. S takes its 

~ modify the basic loss disallowance $50 inside loss with it when it 
l1 rule. leaves the group and this loss 
i' The loss reattribution provisions may be used to absorb taxable ~ 

" 

I 
have been modified so that the com- income after the sale. 
mon parent may elect to retain the It is the Treasury's contention that 
SRLY losses of the departing subsid- P's loss on the disposition of the S 

~ 
iary.33 (Under the Temporary Regula- stock will be duplicated when S uses 

11 
tions, SRL Y losses were not subject to its inside loss after it has left the 

I the loss reattribution election and group.35 
'I 
'I 
ll were retained by the departing sub- Loss duplication, as defined by the 
:1 sidiary, subject to §382). However, Treasury, has nothing to do with 

losses may not be reattributed to the General Utilities repeal. There is no 
extent the subsidiary and all higher avoidance of a corporate-level tax 
tier subsidiaries are insolvent, as upon the distribution of appreciated 
defined in §108(dX3). Preferred stock assets. Loss duplication, contrary to 
that is not owned by members is the Treasury's position, also has 
treated as debt for purposes of the nothing to do with double deductions, 
insolvency definition.34 discussed above. The reason there is 

The major departure from the no double deduction is that the same 
Temporary Regulations is the new taxpayer is not claiming the same loss 
rule which allows the selling group to twice. 36 There are existing provisions ( claim some of the economic loss that in the law which effectively mitigate 
is recognized on the disposition of a or prevent so-called loss duplication 

24 
subsidiary. The new rules are more such as §§269, 382,384 and the SRLY 
complicated than the former blanket rules of §1.1502~21(c), so there is no 
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need for additional measures. 
The Treasury's opposition to loss 

duplication can be illustrated by 
continuing the foregoing Example. 

Example (continued). X and S file 
a consolidated return. Suppose 
$10 of S's inside loss is utilized 
after S was purchased. X's basis 
in the S stock is reduced by $10 to 
$20. If X sells S for $35, it will 
recognize $15 of income thereby 
effectively recapturing the entire 
amount of duplication (assuming 
the reduction in basis for the 
utilization of prior years' losses is 
the only adjustment made to the 
basis of the S stock). But if S files 
a separate return or X never sells 
S, the duplication becomes 
permanent. 37 

It should be clear from the Example 
that X is the villain of the piece. If 
loss duplication is an abuse, then the 
penalty for duplicating losses should 
be visited upon X. The losses were 
incurred whileS was a member of the 
P group so P should be allowed the 
loss if it must be allowed only to one 
party. Under §1502, the Treasury 
has the power to deny the loss to X or 
to a dissaffiliated S. However, it has 
chosen to visit loss disallowance upon 
Pas a surrogate for X's (or disaffili
ated S's) alleged misbehavior. 

It is important to note that the 
Treasury considers depreciated assets 
in a subsidiary to have the same loss 
duplication potential as an inside 
loss.38 Thus, in the Example, if S does 
not have a $50 loss but rather has 
assets with a basis of $80 and an 
FMV of$30, the Treasury will view 
the unrealized built-in loss as eco
nomically equivalent to an operating 
or capital loss of $50. 

The mechanical rules modifying the 
absolute disallowance rule of the 
Temporary Regulations take the form 
oflimiting the amount ofloss disal
lowed on disposition or the amount of 
basis reduced on deconsolidation. 39 

The thrust of the modification is that 
the full effect of the loss disallowance 

principle is phased in based upon the 
benefits of consolidation that inure to 
the selling group and the subsidiary.40 

Thus, as a general rule, the longer a 
subsidiary is a member of the group, 
the greater the amount ofloss that is 
likely to be disallowed. . 

The amount of loss disallowed 
under the Proposed Regulations 
cannot exceed the sum of-the following 
amounts: 

1. Extraordinary gain dispositions 
("EGDs"); 

2. Positive investment adjust
ments, defined as the sum of 
positive E&P of the subsidiary 
for the taxable years which 
result in a basis increase other 
than E&P resulting from EGDs; 
and 

3. Duplicated losses. 
An EGD is an actual or deemed 

disposition of a capital asset; a §1231 
asset; assets described in §§1221(1), 
(3), (4) or (5) (e.g., inventory) if dis
posed of in a bulk transaction; or 
assets sold in an applicable asset 
acquisition under §1060. Income 
resulting from discharge of indebted
ness is also an EGD.41 

The definition of capital asset 
for these purposes appears to be 
expanded so that statutory or judicial 
limitations on the definition are _, 
ignored, such as §§341 and 1248 and 
the Corn Products42 doctrine. 43 

The E&P generated from an EGD 
are reduced by expenses directly 
related to the disposition.44 Federal 
income taxes are not directly related 
expenses unless reflected as negative 
adjustments under the investment 
adjustment rules and are not 
reimbursed. 45 

The reduction in allowed loss result
ing from the positive E&P adjustment 
includes all E&P of the subsidiary, not 
just its undistributed E&P. 46 The 
reason for including distributed, as 
well as undistributed, E&P is to 
prevent groups from reducing the 
amount of disallowed loss by making 
distributions out of current E&P. 
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The duplicated loss rules are me- ously require tracing with respect to 
chanically complex. Conceptually, the EGDs. The duplicated loss rule 
they may be viewed as reducing the reflects the Treasury's opposition to 
amount of an allowed loss by the loss duplication so that the 'selling 
amount of the subsidiary's positive tax group can obtain no tax benefit for 
attributes that may be used to gener- unrealized losses incurred by the 
ate tax benefits in the hands of a subsidiary while it was a member of 
buyer of its stock. More specifically, the group. The longer a subsidiary is 
the amount of allowed loss is reduced a member of the group, the more 
by the amount by which the subsidi- EGDs and positive basis adjustments 

The longer a ary's inside losses plus the basis of its it (or its stock) will tend to have. 
subsidiary is a assets exceed the FMV of its assets. Thus the modifications will probably 

member of the For example, if the basis of a be less beneficial when an old-and-

group, the 
subsidiary's assets is $100 but their cold subsidiary is sold and more 
FMV is $90, the subsidiary has a beneficial upon the sale of the stock of 

more EGOs and potential tax benefit in the form of an a relative newcomer. 
positive basis unrealized built-in loss of $10. If, in The Proposed Regulations are 

t] adjustments it addition, the subsidiary has a net based upon certain presumptions, 
!I (or its stock) operating loss of$20, up to $30 of tax some of which will be clearly contrary 
~ will tend to benefits may be used after it has been to fact in many situations. First, all 
~· sold by the group. cancelled debts are presumed to have 

have. Operationally, the Proposed Regula- been incurred in the pre-acquisition 
tions define a duplicated loss as the period. Second, dispositions of EGD ( difference between two amounts. The assets at a loss are all presumed to 
first amount is the sum of the have been acquired in the pre-acquisi-
subsidiary's asset basis, losses and tion period. Third, all positive basis 
deferred deductions. The second adjustments are presum(:)d to be 
amount consists of the sum of the attributable to the recognition of 
FMV of the subsidiary's stock, its built-in gain, even if all of the 
liabilities and other relevant items. subsidiary's E&P result from opera-
The disallowed loss is the first amount tions income. (Operations income 
minus the second amount. 47 should not raise a General Utilities 

The Proposed Regulations amplify issue.) Fourth, all appreciation 
the foregoing algorithm with modifica- recognized upon the sale of an EGD 
tions and definitions. The significant asset is presumed to have occurred in 
ones are as follows. Stock and securi- the pre-acquisition period. 
ties of a lower tier member are ex- In addition to these presumptions, 
eluded from asset basis. 48 The rel- the reduction in the allowed loss for 
evant losses are those losses of the positive E&P adjustments may not be 
subsidiary or a lower tier member offset by negative basis adjustments. 
carried to its first separate return year Thus, if in 1991, there is a positive 
after disposition or deconsolidation.49 E&P adjustment to the stock of a 
Deferred deductions include deduc- subsidiary of $100 and in 1992 there 
tions deferred under the passive loss is a negative adjustment of $40, when 
rules of §469.50 "Other relevant items" the stock is sold in 1994 the $40 
are not defined but may include con- negative adjustment is ignored. 
tingent liabilities. 51 If 80 percent of Accordingly, the amount of allowed 
the stock of a subsidiary is acquired by loss is reduced by $100, not by $60 
purchase during a 12-month period, ($100 - $40). However, losses in the ( the FMV of the stock is no greater same year positive E&P is earned 
than its grossed-up basis. 52 may reduce the E&P for that year 

26 
The modifications to the Temporary (other than E&P attributable to 

Regulation's disallowance rule obvi- EGDs). 
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The following Example illustrates the operation of the Proposed Regulation's 
modification to the pure loss disallowance rule. In the Example, P and S file a 
consolidated return and are calendar year corporations. Taxable income and 
E&P are identical, unless otherwise indicated. 

Example. On January 1, 1992, P purchases the S stock for $1,000. 
During 1992 and 1993, S engages in the following transactions: 

Gain on sale ofland 
Loss on sale of machinery 
Operations income 
Taxable income 
Dividend to P 

1992E&P 

$10 
(25) 

_QQ 

·Cancellation of debt income $ 60 
Operations loss ..illQ2 
Net operating loss 

1993E&P 

1992 

1993 

$35 
lliD 

$(30) 

The P-S group is able to absorb $20 of S's $30 loss with the remaining 
$10 available as a loss carryover. 

On December 31, 1993, P sells the S stock for $200. On this date, S has 
the following tax attributes: 

Asset basis 
Losses 
StockFMV 
Liabilities 

$600 
(10) 
200 
300 

As ofDecember 31, 1993, the basis ofS's stock is "$1,000 ($1,000 + $20-
$30 + 10). P recognizes a loss of$800 ($200- $1,000) upon the sale of 
the S stock. The amount of this loss not subject to disallowance is $585 
determined as follows: 

1992 
1993 

EGDs 

$10 
60 
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1992E&P 
1992 dividend 

Less: 1992 EGD 

Total1992 

Michigan Tax Lawyer-1st Quarter 1991 

Investment Adjustments 

$20 
_lQ 

35 
.iliU 

$25 

1993 positive E&P $ -O-
Total1993 
Total investment adjustment 

Asset basis 
Losses 

FMV stock 
Liabilities 

Total duplicated loss 

EGD's 
Investment adjustments 
Duplicated loss 

Disallowed loss 

Recognized loss 
Amount disallowed 

Loss allowed 

Duplicated Losses 

$600 
(10) 

200 
..300 

$610 

($500) 

Disallowed Loss 

$70 
25 

110 

Allowed Loss 

$800 
(215) 

If the loss reattribution election is made, P inherits S's $10 loss. 
Accordingly, the amount of the duplicated loss is reduced from $120 
to $110, the amount ofloss disallowed is reduced from $215 to $205 
and the amount of allowed loss is increased from $585 to $595. 

( 

( 

( 
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Suggested Modifications to the 
Proposed Regulations 
The Proposed Regulation's modifica
tions. to the loss disallowance rule are 
a small step in the right direction. 
However, much of the relief they seem 
to offer may be illusory. One commen
tator noted that the Proposed Regula
tions would still deny legitimate 
economic losses about three-fourths of 
the time. 53 Additional modifications 
are needed so that true economic loss, 
such as that illustrated in Preamble 
Example 6 of the Temporary Regula
tions, is allowed in full. There are 
several steps the Treasury Depart
ment can take toward achieving this 
goal. 

First, the duplicated loss rules 
should be eliminated. As an alterna
tive, this set of rules should be· re
drafted to take §382 into account. 
This modification may provide that 
the duplicated loss rules do not apply 
unless the §382limitation does not 
reduce the present value of the 
subsidiary's tax attributes by a 
significant amount. 

Second, the presumptions underly
ing the modification should be altered 
to reflect the basic General Utilities 
problem the loss disallowance rule 
purports to address. Thus, only 
transactions relating back to the 
pre-acquisition period should be taken 
into account. For example, the cancel
lation of indebtedness adjustment 
should only apply to debt incurred 
before the subsidiary was acquired by 
the group. In addition, EGDs should 
be limited to gains from assets ac
quired during the pre-acquisition 
period. 

Third, the group should be allowed 
to offset the net positive adjustments 
with net negative adjustments with 
respect to the stock of the subsidiary. 

Fourth, E&P from EGDs should be 
able to be offset by E&P from extraor
dinary loss dispositions ("ELDs"). An 
ELD is the negative E&P resulting 
from the disposition of property 

described in the EGD rules that was 
acquired by the subsidiary before 
acquisition but disposed of after 
acquisition. 

Coping with Loss Disallowance 
The Proposed Regulations, on first 
appearance, seem to satisfy the princi
pal objections to the Temporary 
Regulations. Upon closer examina
tion, they are little more than camou
flage for total disallowance of loss. 
The Treasury Department itself may 
be coming to this conclusion. At the 
public hearings on the Proposed 
Regulations, Treasury officials called 
upon taxpayers to submit comments 
on whether they would prefer asset 
tracing to loss disallowance. 54 

Assuming that the final rules are 
issued in substantially the same form 
as they have been proposed, what 
choices have consolidated groups 
which sell subsidiaries at a loss? 

First, there is the loss reattribution 
election. However if the subsidiary's 
losses are zero, there is nothing to 
elect. 

Second, the group may elect 
§338(h)(10) upon the sale of a 
subsidiary's stock. In this transac
tion, the subsidiary's stock is sold to 
an unrelated corporation and, by 
virtue of a joint election made by 
buyer and seller, the stock sale is 
ignored and the subsidiary is treated 
as having sold its assets and then 
completely liquidating under §332. 55 

Thus, the selling group will recognize 
any built-in losses resulting from the 
asset sale and will inherit the 
subsidiary's losses in full under 
§381(c)(l) and without limitation 
under §382 (other than for pre-affilia
tion losses). 

However, the buyer will not want to 
elect §338(h)(10) if it has to suffer a 
step-down in asset basis. Thus, in 
many transactions the choices will be 
loss reattribution plus loss disallow
ance for the seller and built-in loss 
plus §382 for the buyer versus full 
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retention of the subsidiary's losses for 
the seller and basis step-down for the 
buyer. It is important to note that if 
§338(hX10) is elected, the cost in time 
and treasure of an appraisal must be 
borne by the parties. 

The loss disallowance rule has been 
touted to the public as tax simplifica
tion. This "simplification" may re
quire many complex and expensive 

1. C0-93-90, 1990-51 IRB 20. 

2. TO 8294, 1990-1 CB 66. 
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calculations to determine the best 
way to implement what used to be a 
simple stock sale. 

3. See General Utilities & Operating Co. v. Helvering, 296 US 200 (1935). 

4. 1990-1 CB 66, 68. 

5. IRC §§336(a) and 1001. 

6. IRC §338(a). 

7. Charles llfeld Co. v. Hernandez, 292 US 62 (1934). 

8. Reg. §§1.1502-32(b)(1 )(i) and 1.1502-32(b)(1)(ii). 

9. Reg. §§1.1502-32(b)(2)(i) 1.1502-32(b)(2)(ii) and 1.1502-32(b)(2)(iii). 

10. Reg. §§1.1502-32(b)(1)(iii) and 1.1502-32(b)(2)(iv). 

11.Reg. §1.1502-14(c)(1). 

12.Reg. §§1.1502-31(b)(1) and 1.1502-32(b)(2)(iii). 

13. Reg. §§ 1.1502-13(f)(1 )(iii), 1.1502-33(a) and 1.1502-32(b)(1)(i). 

14.1987-1 CB 445. 

15. TO 8294, 1990-1 CB 66, 67. 

16.Temp. Reg. §1.1502-20T(a)(1). 

17. Reg. §1.1502-19(b)(2)(iii). 

18. Temp. Reg. §1.1502-20T(b). 

19. Temp. Reg. §1.1502-20T(b)(1). 

20.Temp. Reg. §1.1502-20T(d). 

21.Temp. Reg. §1.1502-20T. 

22. Temp. Reg. §1.1502-20T(c). 

23. Temp. Reg. §1.1502-20T(f). 

24.Reg. §1.1502-79(a)(1). 

25. Temp. Reg. § 1.1502-20T(fj(3)(i). 

( 

( 
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-------------FOOTNOTES continued------------

26.Temp. Reg. §1.337(d)-1T. 

27. Temp. Reg. § 1.502-20T(g). 

28.T08294, 1990-1 CB66, 71. 

29.Js1., 1990-1 CB 66, 69. 

30. C0-93-90, 1990-51 IRB 20, 28. 

31. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(h). 

32. Temp Reg. §1.337(d)-2T(g). 

33. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(g)(4) Example C3l 

34.Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(g)(2) 

35. TO 8294, 1990-1 CB 66, 68; C0-93-90, 1990-51 IRB 20, 24. 

36. Compare Charles Ilfeld Co. v. Hernandez, supra. 

37. TO 8294, 1990-1 CB 66, 69. 

38.Ist. 

39. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c). 

40.C0-93-90, 1990-511RB 20, 21. 

41.Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(2)(i). 

42. Corn Products Refining Co. v. Comm., 350 US 46 (1955). 

43. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(2)(i)(A). 

44.Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(1)(i). 

45.Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(2)(i). 

46. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(2)(ii). 

47. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(3)(iii). 

48. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(3)(iii)(A)(.l). 

49.Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(3)(iii)(A)(2). 

50. Prop. Reg. §1, 1502-20(c)(3)(iii)(A)(3). 

51.CompareTemp. Reg. §1.338(b)-1T(g)(1). 

52. Prop. Reg. §1.1502-20(c)(2)(ii)(B). 

53.18 OTR G5, 1/28/91. 

54.Jd. 
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Property Tax-Exemption , .. The Tribunal concluded that the 

for Foreign Corporation township presented the only sales 
that had a comparable highest and 

Chauncey and Marion Deering 
best use, (i.e., the use that is most 

i likely to bring the highest price that 
~ McCormick Foundation v. Wawatam is financially feasible and legally ij Township, Court of Appeals Docket 

! 
permissible). That sales data however 

No. 115564 (June 14, 1990). only reflected a demand for a plant 
a with approximately 169,000 square 
I The taxpayer was an Illinois non- feet. Those sales did not reflect what 

i profit corporation with property that a purchaser would pay for the total 

! 
consisted of 528 acres and utilized as 334,000 square feet of the subject 

:! a conference center. property. The Tribunal then opined 
u Mter a hearing on the merits, the that the excess building area beyond 
u Tax Tribunal ruled that the property manufacturing necessity would be • did not qualify for exemption because I purchased at a lesser price per square 

it was an Illinois corporation not foot consistent with lesser intensive 
ft incorporated under the laws ofMichi- uses such as storage or multi-tenant 
~ gan as required by statute. lj leased property. Petitioner's sales r The Michigan Court of Appeals were reflective of those values and 
~{ ruled that although the relevant were incorporated into the Tribunal ~· 
~· statute did require incorporation in 1: decision. · 
~: Michigan, prior case law has estab- ( ~··· lished that a state may not deny an Michigan Single u otherwise qualified out-of-state insti-;J. 

Business Tax-Recapture " tution tax exempt status because of ll 
" u incorporation in another state. Citing of Capital Acquisition ~· a United States Supreme Court case, 
J~ the court held that to deny the non- Deduction 
£ r resident corporation violates the equal 

protection clause of the Fourteenth Dow Chemical Company v Michigan 
Amendment. Department of Treasury, 185 Mich 

The case was remanded to the App 458 (Sept. 1990). 
Michigan Tax Tribunal for determina-
tion of whether the corporation met The taxpayer entered into a part-
the other requirements for exemption. nership agreement with a limited 

partnership that provided, in ex-

Property Tax-Evaluation change for taxpayer's transfer of its 

of Clock Manufacturing 
Oil and Gas Division to the limited 
partnership, the taxpayer would 

Facility receive approximately $79,000,000 in 
ten million units of the limited part-

Lifetime, Inc. and Howard Miller nership and the limited partnership 
Clock Company v. City of Zealand, would assume approximately 
Michigan Tax Tribunal Docket No. $150,000,000 of the taxpayer's debts. 
102493 (November 28, 1990). On its 1982 Federal Income Tax 

Return, the taxpayer reported the sale 
The property in dispute was a of its Oil and Gas Division for 

334,000 square foot plant devoted to $79,000,000 and treated the remain- ( 
the manufacture of clocks. The par- der of the transaction as a transfer to 
ties relied upon appraisals and sales a partnership not subject to capital 
of comparable properties to determine gains recognition. In its 1982 Michi-

32 the value estimates. gan Single Business Tax Return, the 
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taxpayer showed no recapture of the in Michigan. All of the trust broker-
capital acquisition deduction it had age and bank accounts were held and 
taken with respect to the Oil and Gas administered in Florida, where the 
Division. trust was registered. The trustee 

The Michigan Department ofTrea- brought an action against the Michi-
sury subsequently audited the gan Department of Treasury in the 
taxpayer's Single Business Tax Re- Court of Claims seeking a refund of 
turn and concluded that full recapture Michigan Income Taxes paid for 
of the capital acquisition deduction income accumulated in the trust and 
resulted from the taxpayer's transfer not distributed to the benefiCiary. 
of the Oil and Gas Division. The The Plaintiff contended that Michigan 
Court of Appeals affirmed the decision law which claims taxing jurisdiction 
ofthe Michigan Department ofTrea- over any trust created by or contain-
sury holding that liability for recap- ing property of a person domiciled in 
ture of a capital acquisition deduction Michigan at the time the trust be-
upon the transfer of the subject prop- comes irrevocable, is unconstitutional 
erty is determined by the Federal under the Due Process Clause. 
Internal Revenue Code. Under the The Michigan Court of Appeals 
Federal Internal Revenue Code, agreed with the taxpayer that there 
transfer of property to a partnership was insufficient nexus between the 
when coupled with a transfer of trust and the State to justify the 
money or property by the partnership imposition of Michigan income tax on ... T_ back to such partner is treated as a the trust income. The Court reasoned 

'•i 
sale and is thus subject to capital that the trust enjoys no ongoing ""'~ 
gains recognition. The Court of protection or benefit from Michigan 
_Appeals concluded the entire transac- by virture of its residency in Michigan 
tion amounted to a sale of the Oil and where the trustee, the income-produc-
Gas Di-rision to the partnership and ing assets of the trust and the benefi-
thus the entire transaction, including ciary of the trust are not located 
the transfer of partnership units and within Michigan, and the trust is 
the acquisition of taxpayer's debts, registered in another state. 
was subject to the capital acquisition 
deduction recapture provision. Michigan Sales and Use 

Michigan Income Tax- Tax-Newspapers and 

Resident Trust-Due Other Periodicals 

Process Exemption 

Blue v Michigan Department o{Trea-
Advo-System, Inc. v Michigan Depart-
ment of Treasury, Court of Appeals 

sury, 185 Mich App 406 (Sept. 1990). Docket No. 120519 (Dec. 1990). 

A resident of Michigan created a Petitioner is a foreign corporation, 
revocable living trust that became with a mailing facility located in 
irrevocable upon her death. The Livonia, Michigan. Petitioner mails 
trustee and the income beneficiary of advertising material for national and 
the trust both came to be residents of local businesses by third-class bulk /' the State of Florida. All the trust mail. Under this method, individual (•, assets and other indica of ownership \ <' pieces of advertising material are 
were located in the State of Florida, combined loosely inside a larger 
with the exception of one non-income "wrap" piece, which also typically 
producing parcel of real estate located contains advertising. Petitioner's 33 
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customers use its service to save the 
postage cost of separately mailing 
their advertisements. The entire 
collection constitutes one mailing 
piece. The mailing piece is distrib
uted free of charge on a weekly basis 
to approximately 3 million residential 
mail customers in Michigan and 45 
million households nationwide. Peti
tioner claimed that it is exempt from 
the Michigan use tax on the printed 
materials provided to Petitioner for 
inclusion in its mailer on which no 
sales or use tax was paid, based on a 
Michigan statute which exempts 
newspapers and other periodicals and 
materials consumed in producing 
such newspapers and periodicals from 
Michigan use tax. 

On appeal, the Petitioner argued 
that its product qualifies as a "peri
odical" within the scope of the exemp
tion providing "any other newspaper 
or periodical ofgeneral circulation, 
established at least two years, and 
published at least once a week." The 
Court of Appeals agreed with the 

Michigan Tax Lawyer-1st Quarter 1991 

Michigan Department of Treasury 
that even though Petitioner's product 
had been published at least once a 
week, it is not a "periodical of general 
circulation." The Court of Appeals 
concluded that the plain and ordinary 
meaning of the term "periodical" may 
be more appropriately stated as a 
magazine or other similar publication 
that is issued at regularly recurring 
intervals but which, although similar 
in character, does not qualify as 
"second-class mail". Petitioner's 
product, which is essentially nothing 
more than a loose-leaf collection of 
advertising materials, does not meet 
this criteria. 

( 

( 
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REVENUE ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN 1991-2 
Approved: January 31, 1991 

Income Tax Exemption, Household Income Determination, 
Filing Requirements, and Income Tax Collection Deferment 
for Military Personnel Serving in Operation Desert Storm 

RAB-92-2. This bulletin explains the 
state income tax exemption, house
hold income determination, filing 
requirements, and income tax collec
tion deferment for military personnel 
serving in Operation Desert Storm. 

EXEMPTION 
Military pay included in federal AGI 
is exempt from Michigan income tax, 
MCL 206.30(1)(e); MSA 7.555(130) 
(1)(e) provides that compensation 
received for service in the U.S. armed 
forces, to the extent it is included in 
federal AGI, is to be subtracted from 
federal AGI in calculating Michigan 
taxable income. 

-HOUSEHOLDINCOME 
Military pay must be included in 
Michigan "household income" for 
purposes of computing eligibility for 
the homestead property tax credit 
and the home heating credit. MCL 
206.508; MSA 7.557(1508) defines 
household income as all income 
received by all persons of a household 
in a tax year while members of a 
household. No subtraction or adjust
ment is allowed for military pay. 

MICHIGAN INCOME TAX 
FILING REQUIREMENTS 
The due date for filing a Michigan 
income tax return is the fifteenth day 
of the fourth month following the 
close of the tax year. [MCL 206.315; 
MSA 7.557(1315)]. For most taxpay
ers the due date is April 15. 

The Michigan Department of 
Treasury will follow Internal Revenue 
Code (IRC) section 7508(a) which 
provides that military personnel 
assigned to a combat zone on the due 
date may delay filing and paying the 

tax due until 180 days after the period 
of such service. The period..of service 
includes continuous hospitalization 
outside the U.S. due to injuries re
ceived while serving in the combat 
zone. 

Legislation passed by Congress on 
January 24, 1991, (HR-4 in the House 
and S-8 in the Senate) will broaden 
IRC section 7508(a) by similarly 
extending the filing date for military 
personnel hospitalized in the U.S. as a · 
result of injuries received during 
service in the combat zone. 

Military personnel on duty outside 
the United States or Puerto Rico, 
including non-permanent or short 
term duty, on the due date may delay 
filing and paying the tax due until the 
fifteenth day of the sixth month 
following the close of the tax year. 
See U.S. Treasury Regulation 1.6082-
5(a)(6). 

For filing requirements only, the 
Michigan Department of Treasury 
will follow the federal income tax 
filing provisions as they apply to 
military personnel involved in the 
Middle East conflict. 

The provisions apply to the spouse 
as well as the individual entitled to 
the benefits. Michigan filers are 
reminded, however, that an extension 
applies only if tax is shown due. 
Persons claiming a refund may file 
any time within four years following 
the due date of the return. [MCL 
205.27a(2); MSA 7.657(27a)(2)]. 

INCOME TAX COLLECTION 
DEFERMENT 

The Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil 
Relief Act, 50 USC App 501, et seq., 
suspends enforcement of certain civil 
liabilities of persons in the military 
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service of the United States at the 
time enforcement is sought. Section 
573 of the Act defers collection of 
income tax from any person whose 
ability to pay the tax has been mate
rially impaired by his or her service 
in the military. Collection can be 
deferred for up to six months follow
ing termination of such service. This 
deferment applies to income taxes 
falling due prior to or during the 
period of such service. Section 573 
also prohibits the accrual of interest 
or penalty for nonpayment of taxes 
during the deferment. Finally, sec
tion 573 tolls the statute of limita~ 
tions against collection of the taxes 
for the period of service and for an 
additional nine months. 

Taxpayers may invoke the Soldiers' 
and Sailors' Civil Relief Act by filing a 
written statement with the Collection 
Division of the Michigan Department 
ofTreasury. The statement should 
indicate that the taxpayer is in the 
military service and that such service 
has adversely affected the taxpayer's 
ability to pay income taxes which are 
or have become due during the period 
of military service. The taxpayer 
must produce evidence of current 
active duty status at the time the 
written statement is filed. 
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News About Tax Lawyers Who's Who of Emerging Leaders in 
The Taxation Section has over 2,000 America. He is an elected member of 
members, but despite its size, there the State Bar of Michigan Representa-
are many close friendships within the tive Assembly, and was recently 
Section and many joint activities. appointed by Congressman Paul 
This column brings you news about Henry and Congressman Robert Davis 
your fellow tax lawyers to further to the Professional Review Committee 
that spirit of collegiality within our for the United States District Court. 
Section. Mr. Heacock is also a lecturer for the 

Institute of Continuing Legal Educa-
STEPHEN J. LOWNEY, an attorney tion, the Michigan Association of 
with the lawfirm of Foster, Swift, Certified Public Accountants and 
Collins & Smith, P.C. was recently other organizations. 
appointed as a charter member to the Mr. Heacock received his under-
International Relations Committee of graduate degree with honors from 
the National ESOP Association. More Michigan State University in 1978. 
than 50 countries from all over the After spending four years as a C.P.A. 
world, including the Soviet Union, with Price Waterhouse in Detroit, 
Hungary, Poland and Argentina, have Mr. Heacock attended the University 
expressed a strong interest in utiliz- ofMichigan Law School and gradu-
ing employee stock ownership plans ated cum laude in 1984. 
(ESOPs), especially with respect to The Detroit law firm of Berry, 

It "privatizing" government-owned Moorman, King and Hudson an-
industries. The ESOP Association, nounced that it has established a new 
located in Washington, D.C., is a office in Troy, Michigan at 5455 Cor-

_ national, non-profit association con- porate Drive, Suite 301, Troy, Michi-
sisting of 1,775 members including gan 48098. The firm also announced 
companies with employee stock that WALLACE K. SAGENDORPH 
ownership plans as well as practi tio- who concentrates his practice in the 
ners involved with ESOPS. areas of environmental law, real 

estate and product liability defense 
GARY J. McRAY, a shareholder at and GARY L. LAMBERT, concen-
Foster, Swift, Collins & Smith, P.C., trating his practice in the areas of 
has been appointed to the Committee employee, estate and business plan-
on Sales, Exchanges and Basis and ning, have become affiliated with the 
the Committee on Small Business of firm. Prior to joining the firm, both 
the American Bar Association, Sec- Mr. Sagendorph and Mr. Lambert 
tion of Taxation. were engaged in private practice. 

STEVEN R. HEACOCK was re- DARRELL A. LINDMAN and 
cently elected to be a partner in the DAVID D. WADDELL, shareholders 
law firm ofWarner, Norcross & Judd. with the Lansing law firm of Fraser, 
The 108-member firm has offices in Trebilcock, Davis & Foster, P.C., are 
Grand Rapids, Muskegon and co-instructing a course entitled "Life, 
Holland, Michigan. Health and Other Group Benefit 

Mr. Heacock practices in the areas Programs." The course is co-span-
of general corporate, tax, tax exempt sored by the International Foundation 
and health care law. In 1987, he was of Employee Benefit Plans, the 

t recognized by the State Bar ofMichi- Wharton School of the University of 
gan as the Outstanding Young Law- Pennsylvania and Michigan State 
yer of the Year. Mr. Heacock is listed University. This is the first course of 
in Who's Who in American Law and a ten-course certified employee benefit 
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specialist program. The two attor- Jeffery Ishbia and Associates, P.C. is 
neys also authored an article in the pleased to announce~the appointment 
November issue of Michigan Forward of two new associates. GARY R. 
titled "Minimizing Costs of Employee TRZASKOS of \Vest Bloomfield and 
Benefits." C. BRUCE TAyLOR of Bloomfield 

An article co-authored by Kaplin S. 
Hills joined Ishbia and Afsociates at 
their Birmingham officeJ 

Jones and Michael A. Shields of Mr. Trzaskos received his law 
the Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo degree from the Wayne State Univer-
offices ofVarnum, Riddering, sity law school in 1978. He went on 
Schmidt & Howlett is scheduled to be to obtain an LLM in taxation, also 
published in the March 1991 issue of from Wayne. His specialty is per-
Taxation for Accountants. The article sonal and small business planning. 
deals with the new regulations on the Mr. Taylor, an active litigator since 
real estate reporting requirements. 1967, received his law degree from 
Kaplin also recently became a mem- the University of Chicago law school 
her of the advisory board of the in 1966. He has served as a circuit 
Master of Taxation program at Grand court mediator for civil cases on 
Valley State University. several occasions and as an arbitrator 

for the American Arbitration Associa-
w BOB DIAMOND ofVarnum, tion. 
j, Riddering, Schmidt & Howlett, Grand 

( i Rapids, will be speaking at the 14th GARY D. BRUHN, a shareholder of 

i Annual Winter Conference of the Berry, Moorman, King & Hudson's 
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Some Tips on the 1 00°k Penalty Case 
By: Mark E. Rizik 

The so-called "100% penalty" is a 
penalty that the IRS assesses against 
"responsible persons" who fail to turn 
over trust fund taxes to the Internal 
Revenue Service. Trust fund taxes 
are taxes that are theoretically col
lecte<i from another person and held 
in trust for the Internal Revenue 
Service. Examples of trust fund taxes 
are withheld income and FICA taxes. 

Tax practitioners know that the 
100% penalty case is a common tax 
controversy. It is always tempting for 
a struggling business to pay other. 
creditors out of the trust fund. There 
are several reasons for this: 

1. Other liabilities may seem more 
urgent at the time. · 

2. Many businesses don't actually 
treat withheld taxes as a sepa
rate fund. This is due to the 
fact that businesses do not 
rellllY withhold those amounts 
:from employees but simply 
satisfy the withholding require
ments out of cash flow. 

3. Business owners invariably 
think that they can catch up on 
the tax liabilities later. 

4. The IRS may not respond to a 
delinquency as swiftly as other 
creditors. 

The IRS' position is that it can 
collect the 100% penalty from more 
than one person, even after the un
derl)ring tax liability is satisfied. 
However, Internal Revenue policy is 
that it will only collect the taxes once. 
Therefore, if the corporate employer, 
for example, pays the underlying tax 
liability, the IRS will not collect the 
100% penalty from the responsible 
persons. Additionally, if one respon
sible person pays the entire 100% 
penalty for a specific taxable period, 
the Internal Revenue Service will 
typically not collect the penalty from 
any other persons who are considered 

responsible for that period. 
Not all payroll taxes are "trust fund 

taxes." Only the portion that is 
theoretically withheld from the 
employees is considered to be trust 
fund. The employer's matching FICA 
payments and the employer's FUTA 
contributions are not trust fund 
taxes. Additionally, the estimated tax 
payments of self-employed individu
als are not trust fund taxes. 

Strategies 
1. Pay the Tax. 
The best but hardest strategy for 

combatting the 100% penalty is to 
have the employer pay the tax. Pay 
the trust fund portion of the tax first. 
This will relieve the responsible 
officers of liability without having to 
pay all of the payroll taxes for the 
period. If there is more than one 
potential responsible officer, consider 
having the corporation make the 
payment and designate it as applying 
to the trust fund portion only. Extin
guishing the underlying liability of 
the employer should preclude the IRS 
from taking the position that it can 
collect the 100% penalty from more 
than one person. Be careful, however, 
of two things: _, 

a. The payment must be properly 
designated as applying to trust 
fund taxes only. If it does not 
carry the proper designation, 
the Internal Revenue Service 
will apply it as it wishes. This 
means that the Internal 
Revenue Service will apply it 
to non-trust fund taxes first 
and keep open their avenue of 
collection from responsible 
persons. 

b. Make certain that the pay
ment is not involuntary. If the 
payment is involuntary, the 
Internal Revenue Service will 
apply it as it desires. Payment 
pursuant to a levy is involun-
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tary. Despite conflicting case 
law, the Internal Revenue 
Service takes the position that 
payments in bankruptcy are 
also involuntary. If you feel 
that a payment from the 
corporation or other employer 
is involuntary, consider 
having one of the responsible 
officers make the payment. 
AI though this does not pre
vent the Internal Revenue 
Service from collecting addi
tional penalties from other 
responsible persons, the 
Internal Revenue Service 
policy of collecting the tax 
only once should come into 
play. 

2. Fight the IRS. 
In most cases, the 100% penalty 

controversy arises because the em
ployer did not have sufficient money 
at th.e time the tax was due and does 
not haye·

1
s;u,Kficient money to make up 

the delinquency. Consequently, the 
case degenerates into a fight by the 
potential responsible persons to 
prove that someone else should be 
held liable for the 100% penalty. 

The 100% penalty case usually 
starts With a revenue officer, who 
interviews potential responsible 
persons (e.g., officers, directors, 
bookkeepers, lenders, etc.) and other 
witnesses. The revenue officer will 
usually hold a meeting with the 
proposed responsible person or 
witness. An attorney may be 
present. The revenue officer will 
have the individual fill out a 100% 
penalty questionnaire and, often, a 
personal financial statement. 

The revenue officer has the au
thority to determine that your client 
is not a responsible person. There
fore, during your meetings with the 
revenue officer, you should try to 
persuade him that your client should 
not be held liable for the penalty. 
However, a revenue officer does not 
have much motivation for determin-
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ing your client free of the penalty. 
The revenue officer's job is to collect 
revenue, not to understand subtle 
distinctions in the law. The revenue 
officer is likely to take a shotgun 
approach in determining which 
persons to assess with the penalty. 
Since there are subsequent levels at 
which individuals who are not re
sponsible can be weeded out, and 
since there is no real punishment for 
a revenue officer including too many 
people in his recommendations for 
assessment, the revenue officer is 
likely to be aggressive and inflexible. 
I have even seen revenue officers 
apply a negligence standard, rather 
than the required willfulness stan
dard, in assessing the penalty under 
IRC §6672. 

If the revenue officer determines 
that a taxpayer should be held liable 
for the 100% penalty, the taipayer, · 
will have an opportunity to file a · 
protest and have his arguments 
heard in an Appeals conference ... The 
appellate conferee has a little more 
motivation to settle or concede a ·case, 
since it is the job of the Appeals . " , •· 
Office to settle cases. The appellate 
conferee is supposed to make a de 
novo review of the facts and law~ In 
reality, the appellate conferee usually 
just looks at the file that has been 
assembled by the revenue officer. 

At the appellate conference, you 
will again have an opportunity to 
present the facts and argue the law 
on behalf of your client. The appel
late conference is typically informal. 
If the matter is not resolved at the 
appellate level, the Internal Revenue 
Service will assess the 100% penalty 
against the proposed responsible 
person. 

The taxpayer's next step is to file a 
suit for refund. However, the tax
payer must first file a claim for 
refund to satisfy the jurisdictional 
requirements for filing a suit for 
refund. With the claim, the taxpayer 
must pay the trust fund taxes for one 

( 
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employee for one taxable period. The 
reason that only this amount is re
quired to be paid is that the penalty 
for each employee for each period is 
considered severable. 

At this stage, some practical prob
lems might arise with respect to 
collection efforts by 'the Internal 
Revenue Service. While the taxpayer 
is waiting for the claim for refund to 
be rejected or the suit for refund to be 
heard, the Internal Revenue Service 
is not necessarily barred from taking 
collection action against the taxpayer. 
IRC §6672(b) does provide for a freeze 
on collection ifcertain requirements 
are met. However, since this section 
requires a bond in the amount of one 
and one-halftimes the unpaid portion 
of the penalty, §6672(b) may not be a 
plausible means of freezing collection. 

I have found that the following 
method of filing a claim for refund is 
the most practical way of satisfying 
the jurisdictional requirements and 
freezing collection, at least with 
·respe_c.t 'to cases in the Detroit 
District: 

1. File your claim for refund with 
the individual in the Special 
Procedures Section of the 
Detroit Collection Office who 
is responsible for handling 100% 
penalty cases. 

2. Pay the tax for one employee for 
one quarter. 

3. Notify the Special Procedures 
Section technical advisor that 
the case was considered by 
Appeals and that you will be 
filing a suit for refund as soon 
as the advisor rejects the claim 
for refund. 

4. Ask the technical advisor to 
immediately reject your claim 
for refund and to freeze collec
tion, since you will soon be filing 
a suit for refund. 

5. As soon as you file the suit for 
refund, send a copy of the 
complaint to the Special Proce
dures technical advisor. 

I have found that the Internal 
Revenue Service responds very 
quickly, usually within three weeks, 
and rejects the claim for refund. 

The next step, obviously, is to file 
the suit for refund. Usually, a De
partment of Justice Tax Division 
attorney will be assigned to the case. 
He also has the authority to settle the 
case or to try it. You can file your suit 
for refund in the United States Dis
trict Court or the Federal Claims 
Court. Since the 100% penalty is not 
subject to deficiency procedures, you 
have to follow refund procedures. You 
cannot file a petition in the United 
States Tax Court. 

At some time during the procedure, 
you should consider making a Free
dom of Information Act ("FOIA") 
request to discover what facts the 
Internal Revenue Service is relying 
upon in making its determination. 
A FOIA request can be a valuable 
discovery tool. However,lhave run 
into some problems in trying to get 
the Disclosure Office to satisfy the · 
request in a timely fashion. Part of 
this problem apparently stems from 
the fact that the file is being held by a 
revenue officer or Appeals officer who 
has to deal with the case within a 
certain time period and who does not 
wish to turn over that file to the 
Disclosure Office. Additionally, the 
Disclosure Office probably does not 
have sufficient staff to handle all of 
the disclosure requests that are made 
by taxpayers. 

I spoke with Elcy Maccani, a public 
affairs specialist with the Internal 
Revenue Service in Detroit, who 
offered some practical tips on how to 
obtain desired information. She said: 

1. Whenever a request is made 
under the Freedom of Informa
tion Act, it has to go to the 
Disclosure Office. 

2. The Disclosure Office operates 
on a first-in, first-out basis. 
The first requests made are the 
first ones satisfied. 
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3. If the case is still with a rev
enue officer, try to work with 
the revenue officer to secure 
the desired information. Don't 
make an official FOIA request, 
or the revenue officer will have 
to forward the case to the 
Disclosure Office. 

4. A revenue officer can give you 
all of the information that you 
can get under the Freedom of 
Information Act. It might take 
some additional time to "sani
tize" the information, since the 
act is not entirely clear as to 
what information the taxpayer 
may see. 

5. If the revenue officer will not 
cooperate, try going to the 
revenue officer's manager. 
If the manager also will not 
cooperate, you may be stuck 
with s1.1bmitting a formal FOIA 
request. 

6. Arevenue officer can call the 
Disclosure Office and Disclo
sure will look over the material 
that the revenue officer pro
poses to give to the taxpayer. 

7. The same type of informal 
disclosure arrangement can be 
made with an Appeals officer 
when the case is at the appel
late level. 

I have used this method of obtain
ing information with varying success. 
The biggest problem lies in the fact 
that the revenue officer or Appeals 
officer may not be willing to go 
through the extra effort of ferreting 
out what information you are entitled 
to under the Freedom of Information 
Act, Additionally, many revenue 
officers and Appeals officers do not 
feel that they totally understand the 
FOIA and are afraid of making im
proper disclosures. Consequently, 
even if they are willing to help you, 
they will likely be more conservative 
in their disclosures. However, since 
I have found that tlie over-burdened 
Disclosure Office sometimes takes up 
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to a year to satisfy a request, I usu
ally try to obtain the information I 
need from the revenue officer or 
Appeals officer. 

Sometimes, it seems as if the 100% 
penalty case is pushed through the 
IRS without any real consideration of 
the taxpayer's argument. However, 
effective representation of the tax
payer while the case is still with the 
IRS can bring about a favorable 
administrative resolution of the case. 
Considering the cost of filing any suit 
in federal district court, effective 
representation of the taxpayer at the 
administrative levels of the IRS is a 
must. 

(i 
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Report on 
Central Region IRS/Bar Liaison Meeting 

By: Stephen M. Feldman 

The Central Region IRS/Bar Liaison 
Meeting was held on November 15 and 
16, 1990 in Cincinnati, Ohio. Private 
practitioners and government attor-:-. 
neys from all of the states comprising 
the Central Region were present. 

The initial meeting commenced with 
a tour of the Cincinnati Service Center 
located in Covington, Kentucky, across 
the bridge from Cincinnati. From the 
viewpoint of one who had never seen 
the magnitude of a Service Center, the 
Internal Revenue Service's ability to 
process as much data as it does at this 
Service Center (the busiest in the 
nation) is truly impressive. The 
magnitude of the paper that flows 
through this Service Center and the 

infrequency oflost or misplaced docu-
. ments is a tribute to those in charge. 

On Friday the presentation co:ql
menced with a discussion concerning 
current IRS initiatives. It will come 
as no surprise to practitioners that 
ther.e will be increased computeriza
tion in connection with assessments of 
tax liability, lien releases and collec
tion activities. In addition, electronic 
filing for tax returns will also com
mence in the near future in an at
tempt to reduce the massive amounts 
of paperwork received by the Internal 
Revenue Service. 

A panel discussion was held con
cerning recent developments in Tax 
Court procedure. In particular there 
was a discussion regarding Westreco v. 
Commissioner, TCM 1990-501, in 
which Judge Goffe of the Tax Court 
refused to reconsider his granting of a 
protective order sought by petitioner's 
relative to pre-trial factual case devel
opment. On the facts presented, 
Judge Goffe held that counsel for the 
Internal Revenue Service cannot 
confer or consult with the audit team 

in trial preparation if those audit 
members also are involved in subse
quent year audits. In addition, he 
held that counsel for the Internal 
Revenue Service may not n.articipate 
in both the trial of the case and the 
examination ofthe petitioner's re
turns and related corporations for any 
subsequent year.· The discussion 
concerned the burdens, both in terms 
of requiring complete separation of 
counsel and audit teams from the 
Government's standpoint as well as 
the potential separation of petition
er's counsel. The Internal Revenue 
Service sought review of Judge Goffe's 
opinion by the full court, which was 
denied. The IRS also sought relief in 
the form of a mandamus action in the 
Court of Appeals for theSixth Circuit, 
which also was unsuccessfuL· The 
case is now proceeding to trial on the 
merits. 

The presentation continued with a 
discussion of the new Tax Court 
Rules by Mark Hetzner. 

The next presentation dealt with 
ethical issues and substance abuse in 
connection with the tax practice. In -o 

particular, there was a lively discus
sion of ethical issues relative to 
disclosure of information to the 
Internal Revenue Service, tax 
counsel's role after he or she has 
garnered knowledge that a false 
statement has been made to the 
Internal Revenue Service, and Trea
sury Circular 230 requirements 
concerning disclosure of information 
in connection with representation of 
the client. 

Lastly, there was a discussion with 
open forum by five presenters from 
Regional Counsel and the Regional 
Commissioner's Office concerning the 
processing and handling of tax re
turns and cases by the IRS and 
Appeals. Of particular interest to 
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practitioners in light of the recent 
use of District Counsel in connection 
with non-docketed cases at the 
Examination level was Regional 
Director of Appeals Thomas Yates' 
presentation and position that 
Appeals will maintain its indepen
dence from both the Examination 
Division as well as from District 
Counsel in connection with the 
review, discussions and settlement of 
cases, both docketed and non-dock
eted referred to Appeals pursuant to 
the Internal Revenue Service proce
dures. In addition, a discussion by 
the Assistant Regional Commis
sioner for Collection; Charles 0. 
Carley, concerning the potential 
increased use of Offers in Compro
mise in light of the extension of the 
statute oflimitations for collection to 
ten (10) years was informative and 
enlightening and brought many 
commentsfrom the practitioners in 
the audience. 
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ABA TAX SECTION ESTABLISHES 
Mentor Program for 

Attorneys in Small Law Firms 

By: Walter J. Russell 
Chair, Committee on Attorneys 
in Small Law Firms 

The Tax Section of the American Bar 
Association has embarked on a pro
gram which goes a long way in an
swering the question, "What does the 
Tax Section have to Offer Lawyers in 
Small Law Firms?" The answer is the 
Networking Program developed by 
the Section's Committee on Attorneys 
in Small Law Firms. I assisted in 
creating this innovative and helpful 
new program. 

The program is called Networking, 
and has enlisted a panel of over 130 
recognized experts in various areas of 
tax law who have agreed to be avail
able to lawyers practicing in small 
law firms to discuss tax problems 
witho~t a charge. The panel includes 
former Commissioners of the Internal 
Revenue Service, former Chief Coun
sel, Assistant Secretaries of Treasury 
for Tax Policy, Assistant Attorney 
Generals of the Tax Division, former 
and current officers of the Tax Sec
tion, law professors and nationally
recognized lecturers in CLE tax 
programs. 

The attorney in the small law firm 
will now have available a senior tax 
practitioner with whom to ''jaw" over 
his problems in the same way that an 
attorney in a large firm has col
leagues in the firm available to him 
for discussion. 

The Attorneys in Small Law Firms 
Committee has published a manual 
on Networking, which contains, in 
addition to the names of the 130 

mentors and instructions on how to 
network, a current directory of 
attorneys in the IRS Office of Chief 
Counsel arranged by code section 
responsibilities. This list Will enable 
the attorney in the small law firm to 
directly contact IRS Chief Counsel's 
office with questions on regulations, 
private letter rulings and other mat
ters handled by Chief Counsel's office. 

The manual provides mentors in 
most substantive and procedural 
areas of the tax law, including Admin
istrative Practice, Affiliated and 
Related Corporations, Amicus Curiae 
Briefs, Banking and Savings Institu
tions, Civil and Criminal Tax Penal
ties, Corporate Tax, Employee Ben
efits, Estate and Gift Taxes, Exempt 
Organizations, Financial Transac
tions, Foreign Activities of U.S. Tax
payers, General Income Tax Prob
lems, Income of Estates and Trusts, 
Partnerships, Personal Service Orga
nizations, Real Estate Tax Problems, 
S Corporations, and Tax Accounting 
Problems. 

It is available to all lawyers in 
firms with 25 or fewer members who 
are members of the Section of Taxa
tion by asking to be placed on the 
Committee on Attorneys in Small Law 
Firms. Currently, there is no limit to 
the number of memberships in this 
Committee. All members of the Attor
neys in Small Law Firms Committee 
will be furnished with the Networking 
Manual containing the material 
discussed above. Those tax attorneys 
wishing for more information on this 
program should contact the ABA or 
Walter Russell at (616)774-8422. 
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Computeriz~d Databases 

By: Gary D. Bruhn 

A database program is a very useful 
addition to a law firm's software 
collection because it enables the firm's 
employees to easily store and quickly 
retrieve various information. This 
article will discuss two database 
program applications that our firm 
uses, a versatile mailing list database 
and a probate/tax information and due 
date database. Before discussing 
these particular applications of a 
database program, I think it would be 
useful to understand some of the 
following commonly used database 
terms. 

Database: A database is a collec
tion of information that is stored and 
organized. Examples of typical non
computerized database applications 
are an address book or a library card 
file. A computerized database can 
perform the same functions as a non
computerized database except that it 
can locate selected information more 
quickly, can easily produce that 
information in different forms and can 
handle larger quantities of informa
tion. 

Record: A record contains all of 
the information about one of the items 
in the database. For example, in a 
mailing list database, all of the infor
mation about each person in that 
database (e.g. name, address, tele
phone number, birth date, etc.) com
prises a single record. 

Field: A field is one of the pieces of 
information in a record. For example, 
a mailing list usually contains fields 
such as: (1) last name; (2) first name; 
(3) company; (4) street address; (5) 
city; (6) state; and (7) zip code. The 
field can be of several types such as 
date fields (where only dates may be 
inserted), number fields (where only 
numbers may be inserted)~ character 
fields (where any letters or numbers 
may be inserted) and memo fields 

(larger character fields that can 
permit several thousand characters). 

Flat File Database: A flat file 
database is a simpler form of database 
where all of the fields are contained in 
a single database. The databases 
used by our firm that I describe below 
are all flat file databases. 

Relational Database: A rela
tional database is a more complex 
database that has the ability to link 
together different sets of data con
tained in two or more databases. An 
example of the use of a relational 
database can be illustrated by assum
ing a firm has a mailing list database 
with the names, addresses and tele
phone numbers of all clients of the 
firm and, in addition, has a separate 
database containing information 
about clients for which the firm had 
prepared an estate plan. The estate 
plan database might contain informa
tion about the type of estate plan, 
identity of beneficiaries, etc. If a firm 
used two separate flat file databases, 
operators would have to type in the 
name, address and telephone number 
of the client in both databases to 
retrieve information and remember to 
make any updates to that information 
in both places. However, if a rela
tional database was used; the estate 
plan database used alone could 
retrieve the client's address and 
telephone number information from 
the mailing list database. Operators 
would then only have to enter and 
update that information once, rather 
than twice. 

The data that is stored in a data
base can be sorted in various ways 
and then selectively retrieved accord
ing to designated search criteria. A 
firm can set up various report formats 
that contain only the fields wanted in 
that report and then use the search 
features of the database program to 
only include those records in the 
report that fit the search criteria (e.g. 
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all clients with quarterly estimated 
tax payments due in April 1991 that 
have not yet been flled). To give you 
an idea of some of the benefits of 
database programs, I will briefly 
describe two of the databases that we 
are currently using in our firm. 

We use a database program to 
maintain our firm's mailing list. Our 
mailing list database was designed to 
include not only the standard mail 
list fields (e.g. name, company, ad
dress, etc.), but additional fields 
including telephone number, fax 
number, areas of law, firm contacts 
and the date the record was last 
updated. This information can be 
printed out in various formats such 
as mailing labels, rolodex cards, 
telephone lists, etc. It can also be 
used to prepare "mail merge" letters. 
Using tP-e database program's sort 
capal;iUtl~~. information can be 
sQitleti }n ascending or descending 
Q.ri:ler Uiits~d upon one or more of the 
f!el~ ilithe database. For example, 
t):1,e 9-ataln our mailing list database 

. ' c~J;i be sorted by last name, telephone 
:tiUDi~f or zip code. Utilizing the 
search capabilities of the database 
program allows us to search and 
s~leet only those records that we 
want ineluded in a report or mailing 
labels (e.g. only those records that 
have a particular attorney. as the firm 
contact or only those records for 
clients that are interested in taxation 
matters). 

Having a computerized mailing list 
is like having a firm wide rolodex 
that can be accessed by all members 
of the firm (or protected with pass
words, if so desired). This can be 
useful if, for example, another attor
ney in your firm calls you from out of 
the office and asks you to contact one 
of her clients. If she did not give you 
the telephone number and her secre
tary cannot locate it, you would have 
to hope that the number is listed in 
the telephone book and then take the 
time to find it. However, with a firm 

wide mailing list database that 
includes telephone numbers, you 
would be able to find that information 
in seconds. 

A firm wide mailing list can also be 
useful when searching for potential 
conflicts of interest. If a prospective 
new client has asked you to represent 
him and file a lawsuit against a 
certain company, you would tirst 
check your firm's client list to make 
sure that the company was not a 
client of your firm. However, if you 
also checked your firm's mailing list 
you might find, for example, that 
even though that company was not a 
firm clientAhe president of that 
company was included in your firm's 
mailing list and shown as a contact of 
your senior partner. You would be 
wise in that event to first talk to your 
senior partner before accepting an 
engagement from that prospective 
client. 

Another use that we make of out 
database program is to keep track of 
the status and due dates of probate, 
trust and tax matters. We have a 
database with fields for such items as 
the name, address and telephone 
number of the client and the fidu
ciary, as well as all of the various due 
dates for probate court matters and 
federal and state tax matters. We 
have included several memo fields 
that enable the attorneys and parale
gals that are working on those files to 
include notes regarding the current 
status of each file and notes regard
ing future action that needs to be 
taken with respect to each flle. 

The information in our probate and 
trust database is accessible on line to 
each of the members of our Probate 
and Estate Group at any time. In 
addition, each member may receive 
several written monthly reports. The 
attorney and paralegal that is prima
rily responsible for a file will receive a 
monthly report describing all of the 
information regarding that file that is 
currently coritained in the database. 
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Short 
Subjects 

A firm wide 
mailing list can 
also be useful 
when searching 
for potential 
conflicts of 
interest. 
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This report enables them to review 
the current status of each matter and 
to • erify that the information in the 
database had been updated as neces
sary. We also print out monthly 
"tickler" reports that indicate upcom
ing due dates by which some action is 
required. For example, on March 15 
a report will be generated indicating 
all probate/tax due dates in the 
month of April, including due dates 
for Federal estate tax, Michigan 
inheritance tax, fiduciary income tax, 
decedent's personal income tax, 
Federal or state estimated .tax pay
ments and probate court ahnrihl 
accountings. These de.adlines will 
continue to be reported on. all subse
quent reports until a completion date 
for that item is inserted into the 
database. These monthly "tickler'' 
reports enable the supervising attor
ney to quickly determine if there are 
forthcoming:deadlines that need to be 
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met and also indicate who is respon
sible for complying with those dead
lines. 

This article has described some of 
the features of two relatively simple 
"flat file" database that we have 
found useful. A computerized data
base can also be beneficial to you and 
your firm in many other applications 
where you want to store and selec
tively retrieve large amounts of data. 
Using one of the many database 
programs that are available, you can 
design and set up your own custom
ized database application without too 
much difficulty. Or, if you prefer, you 
could hire a consultant to assist you. 
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